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THE DEATH OF MARX: A MEDIA EVENT
 

1The 'new philosophers '. have enjoyed a recent intense vogue in France, and 
have even provoked interest in the English speaking press - I have read 
articles on them in The Sunday Times, The Observer, Encounter and Time 
magazine. on examination, they appear to be saying very little, so it is 
interesting to ask what their value is for the foreign press. It will be 
seen that I too treat them in a 'journalistic' rather than a serious 
academic fashion, and that this is, in fact, unavoidable. 

Nevertheless, whilst of little intrinsic interest, the new philosophers 
are illustrative of two problems, both of which are of some import. The 
first is that in French political and cultural thought all problems and 
debates exist within a framework marked by two reference points - the' 
legislative elections in March 1978, and May 1968. These points are !'\pt 
symmetrical; however, they do mark the beginning and the end of the present 
•epoch'. The new philosophers are only possible v,ithin this framewor:j.{. 
The second is of a different order, and concerns the relations of intEll 
lectuals to journalism, and the changes that these relations have bee~ 
undergoing. I shall return to these problems at the end, but first $hf.!,ll 
give an outline description of the phenomenon. . 

*	 * * 

The new philosophy oonsists primarily of publici,ty. The publicity b,as peen 
ferocious - in magazines, journals, newspapers, pUblic disoussions, as ¥ell 
as on radio and television. It has been centred on personalities - on the 
new philosophers rather than the new philosophy - and in the articles, 

I 

,',	 interviews and so on the original books published seem of little importl,illce. 
we will see this is not by chance. The effect has been somewhat fr~nzi~d. 

To describe the phenomenon I shall have to mention names repeatedly~ 

Is it right to group these writers together? r,abelling is an old aqq. 
dishonourable polemical tactic, lumping together a disparate group Qt' 
intellectuals for the purpose of disparaging them better. ' 

The publicity campaign could, however, to those who think in such tarl)1s, 
look like a conspiracy. To start with, almost all the books have bt;l¥n 
published by a single publisher, Grasset, in one or other of three ~eries, 
Figures, Theoriciens or Enjeux, all of which are edited by the same man, 
B.H. L?vy. The label then is self-given. It is one I,evy launched in an 
article entitJ ed Ies nouveaux philosophes in l,es Nouvelles Litteraires 
(lOth June '76), and an advertisement appeared in Le Magazine Litt~raire 

(october '76) which read; 'The new philosophers publish in the collections 
Figures and Theoriciens directed by Bernard-Henri L(vy., Levy has. since 
said he does not accept the label 'new philosophers'. 

Then again, there has been a very detailed back-up campaign, not only 
with 'new philosophers' interviewing each other, but also from the weekly 
I,e Nouvel observateur for whom Levy has done a lot of work, and for whom 
Maurice Clavel, who associates himself with the new philosophers, writes 
a weekly column. In July '76 Le Nouvel observateur (hereafter abbreviated 
as NO) pUblished an article entitled The New Gurus (Gerald petitjean, 
NO 611, 12th	 July '76), and then in May of this year a- series of reviews: 
Fouoault on	 Glucksmann, Desanti on Clavel, Enthoven on V:{vy. This was 
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followed by some twelve or so articles on the new philosophy from June 
to August, launched under the title of objectif '78, with the folJowing 
rubric from Jean.Daniel, the editor, to the first article: 

Conoeivingour role as.a permanent link between institution and 
oppositiori, organization and spontaneity,politics and cuJture, 
we have naturally It/elcomed and defended in r,eNotj.vel Observateur 
the representatives of the 'New philosophy', who have undertaken 
a revision of marxism after the discovery of the 'Gulag'. 11e 
think that the left has the greatest interest in alJo\-ling itself 

.to be questioned by this rich movement,includil).g its excesses
 
(NO 665, 30th Nay '7'7~ introduction to poulantzas).
 

However, NO is not the new philosophers' only friend. The. journa} Tel 
Q,uel, formerly of a maoist tendency, allows various new· philosophers to 
review each other's books in its columns. Further, its founder,philJipe 
Sol1 era, published a. very favourable review of v3'vy' B book La barbarie 
~ visage humaine in l,e Monde 13th IV[ay '77. I,e Monde devoted two full 
pages of I,e Monde des 1ivres to the new phiJ osophers at the end of May 
(27th May) and one full page a week for the twofollowing weeks (3rd 
and lOth June) - twelve articles in an. 

other magazines took up the story - playboy, Elle and I,e point. There 
was a number of radio interviews (on the programme La g?"n~ration perdue, 
France-Culture), and a debate on the television programme Apostrophes. 
Also a book entitledContre lanouvellephilosophie by A~bral apd Delcourt 
appeared,.and a pamphlet by G. Deleuze, which we shall come back to. 
This list is not exhaustive. 

The intellectual worhl in paris is very small, and practically everyone 
has something to say.. Nevertheless, the noise was remarkable. From a 
dead start in June 1976, the whole business took off in Spring this year, 
and appears to have burnt out by August. 

* * * 

Who then are the new philosophers, and what do they say? As already 
pointed out, the articles, reviews, interviews etc. are of much greater 
importance than the books themselves. The article in lie point illustrates 
this. Here the 'key' books are classified under two headings - 'easy' 
and I difficuJ t'. The 'books I have read, L 'Ange by Lardreau and Jambet, 
and La barbarie a visage humaine by I,e"'vy, are not argued in any sense, 
and to suggest that this is a failing would be to miss the point~ This 
is not an 'aoademic' argument.· 

So what characteristics do we look for? As the individuals are important, 
so are their biographies. Guerin, Jambet, Lardreau, Levy, Nemoand others 
were Althusser's students between 1966 and '68. There, to varying extents, 
they came into contact with the psychoanalyst Lacan, whom AlthuBser 
introduced to the rue d'Ulm, and with the maoism of the Jeunessesmarxistes
leninistes, founded in the rue d'Ulm. A number of them wrote for the 
journals of the period - J'Accuse, L'idiot international and the maoist 
,La Cause du peupJ;..e; .there, for example, Jambet and Lardreau met Doll e and 
later Glucksmann (see R.P.Droit Le Monde 27th May '77). 
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From a common radicalism (Doll e and Glucksmann had both been C.P. mil itants 
before becoming maoist.and those althusserians who were not activists 
~ere rigorous theoreticians) they have derived a common disillusion, and 
reaction against marxism, in which they are joined 'by Benoist, author <;:>f 
Marx is dead (1970). . 

A third characteristic derived from this period, according to Droit, i$ 
a reverence for Lacan - or, more particularly, for Lacan's reading of 
Hegel. From Lacan the image of the 'Master' is borrowed which allows the 
getting-rid of Marx, or even the emptying of history. 

In his name ~Lacan's-7 the hopes of a 'sexual, liberation' are
 
condemned as lures and the left wing lampooned, as well as
 
Deleuze and I·yotard, the 'philosophers of desire'. In short,
 
everything happens almost as if Lacanism has gone a fair way
 
to becoming the philosophie indepassable - of all time, this
 
time, since the truths he enunciates would be eternal
 
(Droit: op.cit.).
 

Around these young philosophers have gathered a variety of 'fellow
travellers' (Benoist's term - Le Monde 3, 4th July '77) - clavel, DollE(, 
Benoist, Glucksmann, Sollers. It is worth nothing that Glucksmann's 
work, at least, merits serious attention~ However, he deserves inclusion 
on the original criterion of 'publicity'; indeed, much of it starts wit4 
him. 

The real starting point, however, is solzhenitsyn. The whole spect~ 
of the French left's intelligentsia took to him: pierre Daix, then a 
communist and editor of Les Lettres Frangaises; Jean Dillliel, editor of 
Le Nouvel Observateur; Clave]; Claude Lefort, editor (with castioradi$) 
of Socialisme ou barbarie, wrote un homme fort, reflections on the Gulag 
Archipelago; in Esprit, the catholic journal, Marcel Gauchat wrote The 
Totalitarian Experience and political Thought (JUly - Aug. 1976). --",.. 

The new philosophers too were enthused by reading sol zhenitsyn, and by . 
the tales of the Gulag. . The Dante of our time',I,evy calls him, and cla;vel 
wrote: 'I wiD not hide that I breathe better to know that he still 
exists •• : (NO 479, 14th Jan. '74). Sollers too claims to be one of 
those whom a reading of Solzhenitsyn has slowly, deeply changed (I,e Monde 
13th May '77). But they make a very special use of their reading, a . 
rejection of marxism, from this central idea: tSolzhenitsyn's Gulag is 
no "accident" but the proper consequence of marxist premisses' (Droit: 
op. cit. ) • This idea is first developed by Glucksmann in r,a Cuisinii3re 
et Ie mangeur dthomme (The cook and The Maneater) subtj,tled 'An essay on 
the State, Marxism and the Concentration Camps', and more recently in 
Les Maftres penseurs. The idea is taken up by Lardreau and Jambet, and 
reappears in Levy. The Gulag Archipelago serves as a demonstration of 
this truth - Marx equals the Gulag. For Clavel, this is the Marx 'to 
whom proudhon wrote, in 1844: "your thought makes me fear for the freedom 
of men" •.• ' (art •cit. ) • 

* * * 



Marxism is taken as the ultimate form of rationality, of 'discourse'. 
Lis [;en to 18'vy, for example: 

The problem of our time ••• is that of this strange cultural
 
object, this political tradition which the modern age has
 
invented and baptized socialism. Why blame socialism?
 
Because, like all optimism, it lies when it promises, and
 
terrorizes when it happens; because, starting from a radical
 
critique of the 'reactionary idea of progress' I think we can
 ..,see its most crass incarnation in socialism; finally, because
 
I fear that its recent 'marxization' makes it the ultimate
 
thought of order, the most fearful police of minds that the West
 
has produced. stalin was not only marxist, he was truly
 
socialist. solzhenitsyn does not only speak of the Gulag,
 
but again of socialism. Here is an enigma it is useless to
 
avoid (1e Monde 27th May '77).
 

Marxism has become rationality, and socialism has become rationality 
embodied in the state. The Gulag is the logical consequen0e of marxist 
premisses. yet did not the young Hegelians expect Reason to take the 
throne, and were they not disappointed? The major step in this reductipn 
is the notion 'All is only discourse' Clavel, for example, ,tells us th~t 

' ••• as Jambet and'Lardreau say in L'Ange: in the end, there is no w9rld, 
but only discourse' (Clave], interview in l,a Croix 11th June '76). ,The 
real and history are only discourse. 

The consequences of this step extend further than marxism. 'Desir~, 

history', and language are always already the nets of control for tpe 
subject who expresses himself therein' (Enthoven's review of l,eVY·,·.NO 
16th May 77). politics in any form then can only lead back to the:sr8me 
slavery. 

To the extent that a project of revolt passes via discourse,
 
it is the Master's discourse which will necessarily prolong
 
Boo. To the extent that a project of revolt win touch on
 
what is called power, the power it installs will lead back
 
to the forms of mastery. That is, to the extent that
 
revolutionaries project tneir dreams in the forms of this
 
world, they will only ever produce imitations of revolution
 
(T,evy, La foJ ie-Maurice Clave1., NO 598, 29th April '76).
 

In this world, right is left. vivy explains: 'Fascism did not come out 
of the light ••• Reason is totalitarianism' (Le Matin 27th May 77); hence 
'for us itrsnot a matter of defeating the right, because it's not1 certain 
we w~t a master from the left' (Jambet and l,ardreau, interview in L6 
Magazine I,itteraire 112, May '76). However, the left (or their former 
selves) bear the brunt of the attack: 'Socialists? Impostors 1 , I,evy 
declares (La folie-Maurice-Clavel), and Jambet and lardreau explain: 
'The left is no longer precisely political, it is enlisted in technocracy. 
And, the ultimate form of; all that, the truth of the left, is, as Glucksmann 
has seen, the Gulag Archipelago' (interview cit.). 

* * *
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There is no way out, not in this world. 'Clave] simply says it is necessary 
to despair of this world, effectively we must try to wager on another world; 
that if the prince rules this world without division, we must escape it to 
thwart the prince's schemes; that if there is no rebellion other than 
illusory in the order of the possible, then we must bet on the impossible 
to go beyond this illusion' (Ievy: l,a folie-}1aurice-Clavel). Clavel 
concludes: 'Th8 authors of I,'Ange recognise, from their own experience and 
thought - both profound - that nothing in this world can change the order 
of the world, that subversion needs a point of attachment L-that isJ 
absolutely outside this world' (NO 594, 29th March '76). A pessimistic 
point of view indeed. 

Not surprisingly, given this despair, the new philosophers turn to a series 
of personal solutions, becoming, as LEfvy puts it, ' •.. metaphysician, artist, 
moralist' (La barbarie a visage humain~J. They represent a renewal of 
metaphysics. ,For the first time in a long while simple questions are peing 
asked again, the questions of traditional metaphysics' (Levy, radio inter
view La generation perdue). Lardreau states in 1,' Ange 'I speak here as a 
metaphysician' • 

DolJ.e, speaking as a 'contemporary to genocides, death camps and tortur~ 
raised into a system of government', tu£ns to poetry. He concludes 'SO~ 

I will take the 'Holzwege", the mountain paths which snake across the' 
forests to the clearing. These are not ~ paths that lead nowhere". "The~e 
are the 'pathways" of becoming. we are the ones to take them' (1e Mortde 
27th :May '77). Nemo turns to the spiritual values of the 'God of Job' ;<
l,ardreau and Jambet to those of the 'Angel'; I,evy to pessimism and" •• the 
only tenable position for a pessimist philosophy is probably that of 
anarchism' (r,evy, 1e Monde 27th May '77). 

These themes are not new; the questions raised, and the authors turned to, 
recall, for instance, Camus, popper and Guy Debord, as critics have pointed 
out. Nor is the handling of the themes particularly notevJOrthy or subtlf. 
So the new philosophy is not new. But is it even philosophy, despite'th~ 

appeal to a variety of 'classical' authors? 

These 'metaphysicians, artists,moralists'draw their authority from a co~on 

disillusionment with May 1968, as former militants who have learnt a ' 
valuable lesson. It is from the failure of militancy that they derive' 
the authority to reject the C.P., the maoists, the masses, the revolut;i.on 
and science. 'It's necessary to have contemplated the l'1aster sufficiently 
long to be able to begin to think' (r,ardreauand Jambet, JYlagazine Litteraire 
112, MayI76). So despite their rejection of this world the new philosoppers 
speak, more than anything else, about what will happen if the union of the 
left wins in :tvrarch 1978, and the communist party comes to power. 

The terms under discussion slide, as did those we considered above. For 
example, Jambet and Lardreau: 

What is the P.C.F.? A part of the State's apparatus, which may 
become the whole state apparatus. wnether the same 'class' 
domination is to continue through it, or whether it 'represents' 
another is of little importance ••• What is important, on the other 
hand, is that the P.C.F. carries within itself the possibility of 
a more constraining state apparatus than any known up to now in 
France: the very ideal of the modern state, in a sense, Marxism 
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precisely allows the removal of the contradictions to which
 
the bourgeoisie is subject, since the state is not owner of
 
the means of production. rrhese contradictions allow interstices
 
which? however small, let the people breathe sometimes (I.e
 
Monde 27th May '77). - 

The P. C.F. becomes a potentiaJ Gulag. There is no discussion of the f.' 

conditions specific to Russia, or to France. They are, strictly speakipg,
 
irrelevant. Benoist states that it is the duty of philosophy to prevent
 
•a formerly critical thought, marxism, becoming a monopoly and Stat,e
 
religion, barbarous and more bloody than the Christianity of the Inquisition'
 
(I,e Monde 3, 4th JUly , 77). This is not argued, indeed it would be hard to
 
do so. Glucksmann plays the same game in a recent interview, proclaiming
 
the need for open discussion between the leaders of the left; '·if not , .it's
 
the Kremlin, the "'aU of silence, hidden disagreements, palace intrigue(';l,
 
the mysteries of Brezlne"\l! illness and of his succession' (118 Matin 30th
 
sept. '77). 'communism' becomes a catch-all, a scare-word in a new cold
 
war, which matches the return to an 'end of ideology' very well.
 

* * * 

The authority of the individual to speak is matched. by an individual vanity, 
. which not unexpectedly. takes form in the ne", phiIosophers themselves ' 
becoming dissidents. sollers writes: 'It is the dissidence of our times, 
and it is both old and new, like all resistance to the prince, who c1 ~;i.ms,I 

thanks to our ,resignation, to reign forever in this world' (I.e Monde 13t:p
 
May '77). Levy takes up the theme: 'you speak of \I e1 ections II t ~i3: 'i"
 
necessary to keep quiet because the hour of power approaches? you speak
 
of "rallying!': I believe that the dignHy of the intellectual is precisely
 
in never rallying' (1e Monde 27th Ma.y '77). Jambet and I,ardreau become
 
rather distasteful.
 

Does it take. the left being sure of being master of our minds
 
and bodies tomorrow for it to consider that to defend people
 
against the powers is right-wing1 we claim the right to laugh
 
at the illusory threatre where the left and the right share out
 
the roles between themselves •• But, an old right-wing trick, they
 
sayl we must be of the right, for then, not only does no-one
 
have to listen to us any longer, but they will know how to make
 
us shut up. The Gulag -not .caterial certainly, not yet, but
 
spiritual - is already here (I,e Monde 27th May '77).
 

It is from this spiritual Gul.ag that Levy wrote his reply to his critics 

Reponse aux ma1tres censeurs (NO 559, 27th June '77) - but how do you reply
 
to a censor? \lfith the amount Levy pUblishes, the irony is striking.
 

The new philo~ophers play a double game with their critics, which corresponds 
to their two roles of metaphysician and dissident. Levy'S article (ReI!0nsso •• )" 
illustrates it well, as does Benoist.s defence ·of I.evy' (1e Honde 3, 4th 
JUly '77). On the other hand, v:hy' suggests that no one has developed a 
critique of the new philosophers I work, that all that is opposed to them 
is polemic; on the other hand, he dismisses the claims of soholarship, 
pleading the urgency of· the case. 

* <:. * * 
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When we turn to the political poaitions these metaphJrfli0.i..nns, artists and 
moralists occupy, \'le find a camp] ete spectrum.' Glucksmartl1 is en,,:oll1"G£Gd 
by signs of a gTowing archipelago of dissidents in France and elsewhere 
protestors against. nuolear plants, operators of pirate radios, resurgent 
minori t,ies 01 aiming more autonomy • all acting without t.he- need for an 
a] l-eucompasing ideo.! ogy' (~5th Sept. '77). !.evy too speaks of the 
'n~w resistants' - feminists, eoolog~sts and minority groups - 'people 
who depend not on ideoJogy but on personal, moral power.' For Time 
magazine U!vy chooses capita] ism rather than socia) ism, but in Franc€: 
votes sooialist (~e Monde 27th Nay '77). r,a.rdreau and Jambet a.1ign . 
themselves with 'the simple peopJe, those without knowJ.edge and without 
.power, the humiliated and the injured ••• ' (18 Monda 27th I1B:y'77), whils~ 
Benoist places himsQlf firmly in a gauIJ.ist tradition: 

It remains to be said that it will be in the country's interest 
that one day a collection of men from both (politicnl) camps 
will govern, that they are made to link up - because their 
attachment to liberties, their vow to construct a France ~1d a 
Europe independent of hegemonies, joins them beyond the night
mare of mutual exoommunication (l,e Mond::, 27th May '77). 

If the new philosophers! thought is empty of oontent (if not of vanity), 
and they fill a conventional political spectrum from ecologist to Chiraa
st.yle gaullism via socialism, what are we left with, other than the 
publicity with which we started? The new philosophers nre of no importance 
in the political sphere, although Castioradis (NO 658/20th JUne '77) points 
.Jut their function as a 'decoy', distracting from the real problems that 
this election period holds. Certainly they may stop a number of important 
questions being talked about simply by the way t.hey have posed them. 
Jul liard (NO 656) 6th June '77) suggests that \'/hilst the left i8 successful 
E!!lectorally.it is increasingly in a state of crisis intellectually. The 
new philsophers, indeed, might be seen as a symptom of the end of the 
ambie,'uous relation between the intellectunls and a 1eft in opposition - a 
relation based on being morally right but politically powerless. But a 
crisis in bad faith is scarcely a sufficient explanation. 

.)1* * 
r,et us return to our first impression, that the phenomenon is one of 
publicity, and seek an explanation in the context of publicity and writing, 
rather than politics •. The new philosophy is the introduction of a new 
process, that of 'intellectual marketing', to use Deleuze's term (G. Deieuze, 
supp1. to I1inuit 24, May '77; partly republished in I.e Monde 19, 20th JUne 
'77. What fo llows owes a Jot to Deleuze' s argument). Narketing, according 
to DeJeuze, has two principles. First, rather than a book having anything 
l~O say, one must speak of it, and make it spoken about, At the limit,· the 
multitude of articles, interviews, broadcasts etc. could replace the book 
altogether. This is wm,r the books written by the new philosophers are, 
in the end, unimportant. This is a striking change for the academic ~orld. 

'It is an activity, Deleuze observes, which seems to be outside philosophy, 
even to exclude it. 

second, from the point of view of marketing, the same book or product must 
have several versions, to suit everyone. So we have pious, atheistic, 
heideggeri~1, leftist, centrist, and chiraquian versions. \mence also the 
distribution of roles according to taste - metaphysician, artist, moralist, 
dissident. Here variety is no guarantee of differenco; it is the label 
'New philosophers' that is aJ1-important. 

-~------- ~-n.'.;;J.
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The success now of this marketing is due +'0 two fnctors, which wo rnf.mti.()nod 
at 'the start. The historical epoch 1968-78 we wil 1 COUle to in a moment. 
']?he other factor is a certain reversal in the relations between journalists 
and in te] lectua l.s, or between the press ar.ld 'he book. 

'''8 are in a period when journalism, together with the radio and tel evision 
has become increasingly aware of its ability to create the 'event' - for 
example, by enQuiries, polls, I investigative journclisr:,t ,controlled leaks, 
discussions - and so has becolile less dependent on ena] yses outside journaJ imCl, 

'and has less need of people like, intellectuals and writers. Journalism, 
indeed, has discovbred an autonomous and self-sufficient thought within 
itself. That is ~oIhy, at the extremG, a bOOK is 'olorth less than the article 
in a journal 'Iritten about it, or the interview it gives rise to. Cbnflequently, 
inteJlectuals and writers are having to conform to this now kind of 'short 
duration' thought, based on interviews, discussion and so on. 

The relation of forces between journalists and intellectuals has then 
completely changed. One could imagine a book bearing on an article in 1.1 

journal, and not the other way round. The new philosophy is very close·to 
this. The magazine no longer has any need of the book. Interestingly, the 
centlal function of 'author', of 'pdrsonality', has movod to th8 journalist, 
and writers who still want to be 'authors' have to go through journalists, 
or, better, become their own journalists. It is th}3 change that has made 
the enterprise of intellectual marketing possible. 

The second factor is that France is in a long electoral period, (md this 
acts as a grill, a value-giving system, that affocts ways of unde~standingc 

and even of perceiving. All events and problems are hammered onto this 
grill. It is on this grill that the whole proj(-;ct of the new philosophers 
has been incribed from the beginning, ffi1d it, expJains why t,hei~ project has 
succeeded now. Some of the new philosophers are against, the union of the 
left, othe~hope to prOVide a brains trust for Mitterand, as we have seen. 
What they all have to seD, which produces a homogenization of the two 
tendencies, is a hatred of '68. Wh~tever their attitude to the elect-ion, 
they declare that the Revolution is impossible, uniformly and for all time. 
That is why all the ooncepts whiclL bogan by fWlCtioning in a vary 
differentiated fashion (powers, resistances, desires, even the 'pIeb') are 
made global, reunited in a series of 8lllpt;y unities - power, the I ,mol , the 
state, the Master, the prince etc •• 

That is also why the thinking subject, or vain subject, can reappear on the 
scene, the correlate of 'the meaninglessness of the concepts, for the only 
possibility of Revolution for the new phi'! osophers is in the pure act of 
·the thinker who thinks the impossible. Along with this function of aU~hor 
returns the function of witness: hEmcd the martyro]og'J of the Gulag and 
the victims of history. 

* * * 

The new phiJosophers, by recreating the 'author' function, the creative 
subjeot, are thoroughly reactio11l'try in a wide r'lther than a political senee: 
the negation both of any politics and of ru'~ experimentation. New, 
certainly, but utterly conformist. Their work repr0sents the submission 
of any thought to the media- and to the worst side of tho media at that; 
any intellectual caution is forsaken and the media define all criteria. 

1 
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The English-speaking reactionary press has taken to the new philosophers 
then, for they are extremely modern. It is this that makes them so 
acceptable to America, rather than simply their anti-marxism. Time 
magazine states 'These young intellectuals are on the same wave-length as 
many people'in the U.S., Jimmy carter, Jerry Brown, carlos Castaneda and 
a host of anti-war and civil rights activ~sts'. American publishers ar~ 

reported to be fighting over translation rights (NO 669). It is scarcely 
surprising. 

Tim	 Jenkins 

NOTES 

1.	 This article was written in .september this year in paris, where Tim 
Jenkins has been resident for the past nine mQnths~ Translations f~om the 
French are the author'S thoughout. (Eds.). 



LAWS AND FLAWS TIl THE CONSTITUTION OF 

THE ICELANDIC FREESTATE 

This paper deals with a society of the Middle Ages. It is an 
anthfoPological analysis of the constituent elements that built up 
this society and defined it as politically autonomous and culturally 
unique. The paper is also an attempt to explain why this social 
formation could not persist, by exposing its inherent structural 
weaknesses. 

The point is that from the very settlement of Iceland, at least 
two sets of contradictions were latent in the social system, but it 
was only as time passed and certain external and internal pressures 
increased that these contradictions and their mutual interaction became 
fat~l to the Freestate. One contradiction was primarily related to a 
pat~ern of action and consisted' in the opposition between self-help 
and 'law. Another was primarily a matter of thought-systems and related 
to .he distinction between Christianity and paganism. When the state 
cam~ into being ,these oppositions did not interfere with one another, 
but they soon collided and the resulting social and conceptual conflicts 
und~rmined the autonomy of the state from within, so to speak, and 
laid it open to the intrusion of a foreign colonial power. 

,The actual course of the argument is as follows: first, we make 
a short excursion into the historical origin of the Icelandic Freestate, 
and t~en proceed to an outline of the actual formation of the state. 
Subsequently we describe the major points in the development of the 
law, Which is seen to be a dominant category in the defining parameters 
that enclosed the reality of the state. Finally we give a short 
account of the decline and fall of the Freestate, and conclude with 
some remarks of a more general nature. 

Historical origin. 

Iceland was first discovered by Irish hermits in the eiglrth century, . 
as far as is known from archaeological and contemporary literary evidence. 
Apart 'from the evidence of archaeology and place names, it is difficult 
to tell how important the Celtic element became to Icelandic society, 
through the monks and through Celtic slaves captured by the Norsemen. 
The majority of the monks left Iceland to escape the heathen Norsemen, 
just as many Norsemen had left the Nordic countries to escape a spreading 
Christianity. In such movements we can see the conflict between 
Christianity and more traditional world-views that loomed large in 
Europe in the middle-ages, and that posed, in ~celand, a latent cultural 
dilemma, marking the rise and fall of the Freestate and impinging itself 
upon the social lives of the Icelanders for centu~ies. The dilemma was 
not sblved, but rather deepened, by the official ~egislative introduction 
of Chfistianity in the year 1000.1 

Even as late as 1527 we find an example of the deep-rootedness of 
this opposition: the two bishops (and they were the last Catholic ones) 
could not reach an agreement upon a certain point and they agreed to let 
it be decided finally by single combat (~olmgang), which is a heathen 
practice par exqellence. Even though the bishops took care to let the 
actual fight be conducted by substitutes, the fact remains that the 
highest religious office-holders had to resort to a heathen practice, 
which had officially been aba1doned in 1006. Although clearly illegal, 
their action still had a kind of le5itimacy when need arose. When 
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other legal means failed .h?lmgang was institutionalized as the means
 
of laying the solution in the hands of the pagan gods that gave people
 
their strength~
 

In this small case, we have also ~l example of the other inherent
 
contradiction in Icelandics6ciety, that between self-help and law, of
 
which further evidence will be ,given latero At this point I will
 
confine myself to a warning against taking paganism as a representative
 
of anti-law, and Christianity as law in any general sense o This would
 
be wrong, and distorting to the argumento
 

The Norsemen came to Iceland in the 860's, originally by chance .~ 

.r.Qut~ for the previously discovered Faroe Islands, and tb,en, in the 
voyage of the Norwegian viking Floki, with the intention of establiphing 
a settle'meht 0 Floki only stayed for one winter, and left discouraged 
by the severity of the climate, naming the ,land Iceland in recollection 
of his troubles o After this the first true settlers arrived, and the 

'time of the landtakings begano The settlement is described in the 
Land namabok, the book of the landtakings, which is one of the oldest 
documents frori! this early periodo There were definite rules as to how 
much land could be claimed by each settler, with both men and women, 
providing they were free born, having the right to do sOo Men, however, 
could claim as much iand as they could go around on horseback in a day, 
while women could only claim as much as they could drive a heifer around 
in the same time o 

The motives of the Norse aristocracy for settling in Iceland were
 
various, but prominent among them was a desire to escape the growing
 
authority of th0 Norwegian'monarchyo First among the settlerawas
 
Ingolf, \1/ho settled where Reykjavik is todayo lJ'he time of the land

takings is normally considered to be the period from 860 till 930, when
 
the Althing came into being.
 

The formation of the stateo 

The prime marker of the Freestate is the Althingo . It is not only ~ 

political event which mB.de it a state, it also forms a prime symbol of 
cultural identification, the potency of which can hardly be overestimated. 
The constitution of the Althing is, then, both an event and an ideqlogical 
charter, and this dual character corresponds to the ambiguity inherent 
in the concept of the 'formation of thestate'o In the following pages 
we shall explore these two issues, broadly described as concerning events 
and structural relationships respectivelyo The interrelationship of these 
elelilents is crucial to the argument throughout the paper .. 

When the settlers first came to Iceland, they were primarily defined 
by their home of origin 0 From the literature, - the historical documents 
as well as the sagas - we know how important it was to establish personal 
identities by recording both the genealogical and geographical origin 
of the man or woman concerned~ We may surmise that this concern with 
origin for the first generations of immigrants resulted in a pattern of 
fragmentation as a charter for conceiving of Iceland, but there was 
also a certain unifying principle in the fact that the settlers, or most 
of them j shared a s~t of religious categories derived from a common 
Scandinavian paganismo ' 

An important set of symbols deriving from this is found in the temples 
that were established throughout Icelando The temples were all built 
as a result of private initiative and for private means, and obviously 
only the wealthier among the immigrants could afford this.. Wealth was 
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a prerequisite, not only for the actual building of the temple, but 
also'becausc the founders automatically became temple-priests and needed 
a continuing income for celebrating the religious feasts. On the other 
hand there was a kind of tax to be paid by the less wealthy people who 
attended the temple. As a consequence of this pattern of religious 
adherence the people were divided into two categories: first, the 
religious leaders, the godar, and second, a group of followers, connected 
to the leaders by bonds of religious and economic interest. These bonds 
created political units, defined not by borders but by centres • 

. The godar soon became pivotal to the social life in general, and 
while the religious institution upon which their power was based was in 
one sense an expression on the ideological level of a shared and unifying 
principle, it soon became a further means of fragmentation, because each 
of tpe godar and the units they represented were small kingdoms of 
the~r own, and conflicts between them resulted in frequent fights between 
thecqngregations. As there were no boundaries, there was also a latent 
power~game between the' godar, who wanted to attract as many followers as 
pos~ible, since the outcome of conflicts was to a large extent dependent 
on the number of armed men that belonged to the unit. 

This situation was untenable. The settlers who had come to Iceland 
to ~scape fighting in their homeland soon found themselves engaged in 
permanent struggles with their next-door neighbours. It was decided, 
ther, to establish a set of laws applying allover Iceland to put an 
end'once and for all to the expedient of taking the law into one's own 
hands. It is not clear who actually took the initiative, but apparently 
it wa~ a kind of collective demand, and the thoroughness and care 
involved in the project leaves no doubt as to the long-term policy which 
it expressed. 

A man by the name of Ulfljotr was appointed legal comissioner and, 
as such, he spent three years in his native country of Norway, where 
he studied the Gulathinglaw, and consulted with the legal experts there. 
Ulfljotr returR~d with the first Icelandic constitution, often named 
the 'law of Ulfljotr', of which the most important element was the 
institution of the Althing, or general assembly. 

Bf-fore the Althing could start work, the Icelanders had to decide 
on a convenient locality for its annual meetings, and to this end the 
foster~brothei of Ulfljotr,Grim Geitsko, was sent travelling around 
the 1s+and to explore the possibilities. After three years he chose a 
certain place within the boundaries of the original landnam of Ingolf, 
later named as the plain of Thingvellir2 • It was indeed an appropriate 
choice; favoured by history as the land of the first settler, and 
extremely favoured by geography in its topographical features, being a 
sunken plain, enclosed by steep mountain slopes, and entered through 
gorges. Furthermore it was enriched by a running river that meant grass 
for the horses, and in it an islet (a holmr) fit for single combat. 
Histor~ and topography thus favoured the choice but contingency also 
played' a part. For a certain period, the land in question had been owned 
by a man who had murdered a freed slave. The slave's name,Col, 
survives in the place name of Colsgj~ -Col's gorge - which according 
to the legend was where his body was first found. For this deed the 
landowner ~~s outlawed by the community, and his land became common 
property, since the slave had no free relations who could inherit it 
(cf. K&lund 1877:94). In this social contingency we can detect a strong 
symbol of the Althing: lawlessness turned into law, self-help subordinated 
to common judgement. As we shall see later, the contradictions inherent 
in this were not solved by the constitution of the Althing, but for 
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the moment and as the constitutive event in the history of the Icelandic 
Freestate, the emergence of the Althing in 930 A.D. isof singular 
importance. 

According to the constitution the island, that from' now on 
we may call a ~ountry or'J:iat~on, was tobed:i,vided into 12 Thinglag, 
each consisting of three godJ..doms or temple units. The priests . 
attached to the chosen tem~les were to bB chief-godar, and, by 
contrast to the original godar, the three chief-godar of each thipglag 
were to be given clearly defined political rights -and obligations.' One 
particular obligation involved presiding over a Spring Thing and a Harvest 
Thing to take place 8 weeks before the Althing and 'not IDter than 8 
weeks before winter', respectively. At the Spring Thing, a court ltlaB 
settled to deal with law suits of various kinds. The court consisted 
of 36 members, appointed by the three chief-godsrof the thinglag, 
12 by each.. The Harvest Thing appears to have hi3.d a less formal 
char;;,cter, since no courts were established here • Hence, no law suits 
could be dealt with, and on the whole the main function Of the Harvest 
Thing seems tohe.ve been to provide a setting. where the news from the 
latest Althingcould be spread among the inhabitants of the thinglag• 

.Supreme to the twelve th:i.nglag and the Spring Things was the Althing, 
which was to be held every year at midsummer. The threegodar were 
under obligation to go there, and with them every ninth farm8'r of each of 
the three go)t-doms. The remaining farmers (still counted among the 
wealthy ones were to contribute a certain fee for the journey of the 
group. In this way the obligi3.tions were spread out in a'relatively 
just manner, and, in theory at least, it was only once in every nine 
years that a man had to go to Althing, apart from the godi who had to 
go every year. From the literature we know, however, that in certain 
circumstances the ~di might ask more thing-men to go with him than 
he was entitled to. Despite the law, it was still looked upon as an 
advantage to be able to qack specific claims by force. . 

Clearly the chief-godar were now conceived of ~s representatives 
of larger units, but they were also still their own mcuiters, and - since 
theS8di-doms were still defined by centres ang not boundaries - any 
farmer or peasant could change his affiliation with the ~odi, as he 
wished, though only once a year. In this way it was possible for a godi 
to attract a larger number of thing-men than his fellow .godarand since 
the godar eQuId claim no more than every ninth of the farmers of his unit 
to go with him to the Althing, the relative importance of any single godi 
could easily be seen from the number of his followers at the Althlng. 

The institution of the Althing comprised two main bodies, a 
legislature and a judiciary. In this the Icelandic constitution was 
unique both in relation to the Norwegian law upon which it was modelled, 
and in relation to the law in general in Medieval Europe. The refinement 
of the law to this degree is a matter of specifi~ Icelandic achievement, 
and the singularity of the Icelandic Freestate was partly defined. by the 
uniqueness of its law. 

The judicial,power was in th~halldsof 36 men, appointed by the 
36 chief-goaar. They were to deal with the lawsuits which {twas 'not 
possible to settle at the Spring Thing. The legislative power, on the 
other hand, was solely in the. hands of the Althing, or rather of. the 
Logretta, the institution which was responsible for the making and 
refining of the laws. The 10grett~ consisted of the "36 chief-godar 
themselves and a chairman appointed by them, usually chQsen from thier 
own number. The chairman was called the law-speaker, because he had to 
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declare the laws from the lawmo1llltain j bu~t. also in another respect he
 
was indeed the speaker of the law, having to memorise the laws over the
 
years, since they were not written down until 1117. It goes without
 
saying that the Law-speaker gave his personal imprint, to the laws,
 
even though he was only considered to be repepxing them. The
 
Logretta ilot only had to do the legislative work, it also had to
 
administe:1:' certain grants, dispensations and, apparently, clemencies
 
for convicts sentenced by the judicial authority. No matter what the
 
case, the decision made by the LOgretta, as well as by the court, had
 
to be 1lllanimous to be valid. '
 

The division of state functions into legislative and judicial power 
was, indeed, a political achievement without parallel in contemporary 
Europe. However, once the power had been split up and was no longer, 
encompassed by a single structure, the very b01lllding of the discrete 
domains left one domain'completely absent - that of the executive. It 
was J;eft to the plaintiffs themselves to execute the verdicts, and in this 
sense the very opposition between self-help and law was built into the 
law itselfo No sentence could be enforced unless it could be backed by 
some'kind of physical force. If a certain godi was sentenced to pay, 
say, blood money to the kin of a victim of his, he could in factchoose 
not to do so if he was powerful enough. In the beginning the anarchical 
tend!pn~ies inherent in this \t/ere not directly disruptive to the society, 
sinc~ a man was always subject to common judgement also, and the power 
of a,ny godi was still dependent on his ability to attract follO\'lers. 
TheEle might well choose tole13.ve him if they, f01llld his behaviour too 
muc4 in conflict with common valueso 

T!lis short outline of the first constitution of the Icelandic
 
Freestate gives rise to the question of whether it was a state, properly
 
spea~ing. This matter of terminology is really of secondary importance,
 
however, for what stands out is a well-defined political system which
 
forms, q coherent whole and which acts and reacts within a specific
 
'environment 0 The Freestate, through its institutions, set a frame for
 
conceiving of the collectivity as a unit in opposition to other units
 
of the same logical type. It was a self-contained political system,
 
whose prime symbol and political centre was the Althing.
 

'rhe Althing was the-centre of the state in many ways. 'We have
 
already discussed it as a political centre, whose creation was the
 
const~tutive event in the, history of the Freestateo Socially, however,
 
it was also the definite focus of the community that once a year f01llld
 
itself attracted to the Althing, which then _~ the nation for a couple
 
of weekso In general terms, the Althing was on top of the hierarchy
 
of pol;i.tical institutions. From the moment of the political event that
 
made the Althing emerge, the people of Iceland were no longer just
 
Norwegtans once or twice removed, they were Icelanders.
 

From the viewpoint of information theory, the Althing was 
certainly also the centre of information, and as such it represented 
the main cohesive factor in the society, when loosely employing the 
terms of argument advanced by Deutsch (1966)0 From the literature, 
whether 'true' historical'documeuts or not,'we know that the informative 
element of the Things was very important on many levels o We also know 
that the true culture heroes of the Freestate were the men who knew how 
to use the information available at the Althing. First, of course, 
among the loci of informationvlas the office of ' the Lawspeaker, who 
theoretically might have been the only oile who ,knew the laws in their 
entirety. But the laws did not constitute the only relevant body of 
information. There was also much personal, social, economic and 
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political information to be gathered from ~he structure and events of '
 
the Althingo'Leaders 'were the men (arid sOh1etimes women) capable of ,
 
manipulating"the syrr'jbol~ that 'were created attheernergence of the,
 
Freestate, by u.sing the ihf'ormation on various level's and tying it down
 
to Ii more fundamental id~ological charter so tha'ttheirmanipulations. '
 
seemed 'right.' 0 Symbols arB means of communic"ation, and tocommuhicate
 
the specific Itela:ndic rea.;Lit;r a, nevi set 0'£ symbols wa 13 created s'imult-·
 
aneouslywith the politieal ihstitutions, and corresponding to the$eo
 
This then was the basis of the Icelandic autonomy: a particular way,
 
,o( treating inforrnationthrougha whole set of self-refer~:tng symbdls
 
(cfoDeut,sch1966:214-15). Again the Althin'g waS the most inclusive
 
symbol in "~' hierarchy of symbOls. It was 8 dominant symbol, to use
 
the termE? of Tu.rner (1964), and in this se:Q'sethe national ideology
 
was vested in ~he ~lthing~ '
 

Weare now employing the, te.X'm ideology as adeep-s,truct:urF-\l, tact. 
It is here conceived of as a p-structure3'for, o;ultural identification, 
seen asa continuous ,process of self-d~fi.nition" e:xpressedina variety 
of s-structures. In this sense the notion Qfcultural identifipation, 
is closely linked to the concept, of ethnicityas understood by Ard¢ner 
(1972). And this is where the actual laber":state\'natidn orwhatever
we choose' to 'attach to' the Icelandic Frees'tnt~e becomes of minor importance. 

, What, matte,rs is that"Iceli:md was aself":'definihg unit, frol11 the: very , ", ,,' 
moment of its first const:ltution, theiaworUlf;Ljotr. It was'a " 
definitic)ll-:space (cf'o ArdEmer' 1'975), where geoeraphical, historiccil, ,:i 
pqlitical and social parameters encompassed a s~e'~if~c, rcelaridic, ~eality. 

Laterdev.elopme>~ts of the law. 

As we now take the point of view that the Althing, and the law"conrrected
 
with it, was the dominant element in the Icelandic F'reestnte, the later
 
development's of this J,aw will riowbe' outlirie'd':i:rt brief Thrcttgh this
0 

proycdure 1rIe may gainsotne insight into the structural weaknesses of the 
consti,tution,we?Jknesseslhat were later to lead to its fall. The 
constj~tu:tion ofU'lfljqtr remained unchanged for some thirty years onl~, 
til,l, 963, when achief-g,odt' fromthe \v6Stlands;named ~o.rd' Gelle, . 
suggesteda new law~'91",rather,'asit turned out,'a 'new c<:mstitution •. 
The ,~hange 'was advoc~ted'mairily with a view to the difficulties in 
dealing ,tvith cases> of<rrturder within theframetv6:[.lc of the old law~ but 
it ~lso'radicallyaffedtecithe"cQmpositionof the total "set of' constitutive 
laws This indicat,es :thatk±lling "ms a main"source of disintegra,tion, 'o 

n~t,Qnly of the sma:;l.l localc6mmuti:i.ties' buto£ the soCiety at 'large. ' , 

·"'~ccord:i.ngtothe';;]_~leg~i ';~les> homicide ';w'r:tialway~ amC!tterto
 
be dealt with, .in'the first'place; by the $pring??b,:ing. Jt-haq. ?;Lso
 
to be the particular 'Spring Thing o,ut of tl1.e .12. S,pring Thiqgs 0;f~he ,
 
country thatw8S closest to the,sc~ne,of,th~,crime.,The reason fqr
 
this practice wnsthat proximity would ,,f'$.c ilite.te '0 bti'liningthe txiuth
 
frorrl,witnElssee; and others ,able to giv:e, information", But as Gelleh.imself
 
hadexperiellced; thisprocedure,:although possi"bly true'inan.ideql
 
wor111, ,had some uninten.dyd ang. unpleasa~t consequences in the real,
 
world~ The I:llairitiff of a foreign thinglag did not have a fair cll.imce
 
of getting Justice if the defendgnt'waspbw~rfulwithin his own thinglago
 
,Once more we get an impressionof the~riarchital tendentJ.es i:;hat were" 
from the outset part 6fthe law, qrict' wE! see' the contradiction 'between·· 
self-help and law forcefully ex~r~s§ed ih cases of, killing and subsequent 
,g~t ions~:legc:l and otherwise.,., . '., >,' , ' , . . 

Gelle's suggested solution to this, one whlrhwa$ agreed upon py 
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the Logretta and hence acknowledged as a new defining parameter of the 
state, 'was firstly that the Freestate should be subdivided into Four 
Quarte;rs, with specified geographical boundaries. Each Quarter was 
divided into three thingla~ with the exception of the Northern Quarter 
which, because of its peculiar topographical features, claimed four. 
Moreover, now that the principle of bounding had been introduced through 
the diwision of the country into Quarters the thinglag also tended to 
become established with fixed boundaries. Since the number of sodar 
was no~ 39 instead of the original 36, due to the establishment of 
a fourththinglag in the Northern quarter, the Icelanders were threatened 
with a breach of the duodecimal system to which they felt committed 
througp their cultural heritage. They solved this by restricting the 
Northern Quarter to only 9 members at the court, regardless of the 
prese~ce of 12 sodar each entitled to elect a representative. In the 
case qf the Logretta, of which all the goder had to be members, the 
probl~m was solved by raising the number of members to 48 instead of the 
origi4al 36,. allowing a further three members each to the Southern, 
.estern and Eastern Quarters. 

i. 

~he new institution of the Quarter Thing did not exist for long, 
but t~e principle was maintained through a division of the Althing into 
Quart~r Things~ The intermediary level of the Quarter Thing was maintained 
in all lawSuits, although it did not take place at a specific time and 
local~ty outside the Althing. The Quarter Courts, subordinate to the 
Althll\gin respect o£time and space as well as in judicial practice, 
were to consist of 9 members, precisely one quarter of the 36 members of 
the Alt~ing court. The importance of unanimity of decision, enshrined 
in the first constitution, was slackened in the case of the Quarter court, 
since it was decided that six out of the nine members could pass valid 
judgement. 

We plight summarize the new eleme.ntsin the Icelandic constitution 
as follows: The country was divided into four Quarters, and this 
introduced a principle of boundaries where a principle of centres had 
been prevalent before. Due to this principle the Quarter Thing could 
persist as an institution even when transposed to the plain of the 
Althing. The ~arter Thing was not defined as a centre.in the same way 
as the Spring Thing had been. One consequence of this, or maybe even 
the reason for the introduction of this new principle, was that at the 
level of the Quarter Thing it was no longer the principle of most power 
to the fittest that reigned supreme, but a principle of some kind of 
equal representation irrespective of the number of armed men that could 
be mobilised by each godi. The new legal practices were manifestations 
of changes in the conception of law, and its relation to the ever more 
frequent conflicts. It probably does not, however, reflect any 
fundamental change in the structural relationships that constitute the 
ideolog~cal charter behind the law, since it was still a matter of 
adjustm~nt, not real transformation. The contradictions persisted in 
the str~cture of the law,· although a more elaborate. legal practice may 
have made it easier to .cope with specific events; at least for a time. 

At the beginning of this paper we mentioned two sets of contradiction 
that seem to have been operat~ve in the Freestate. One of these was a 
matter of action, consisting in the contradiction between self-help and 
law; when the first Icelandic constitution was established (Ulfljotr's law) 
we saw how this contradiction was maintained through the failure to 
institutionalize an executive power alongside the judicial and the 
legislative power. Gelle's law, originally conceived to cope with homicide, 
expose~ thesarne inherent weakness: it introduced an intermediate level 
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of judicial power, but no executive one. It was still left to the parties 
concerned to execute the sentences between themselves. In 1004 a third 
law (Nial's law4) was introduced, which introduced the pr~nciple of 
majority in the final decision where previously the principle of 
unanimity had been unquestioned - a recognition that justice might indeed 
be ambiguous. 

Before proceeJtr~ any further, we must note that Christianity had 
been accepted as the state religion in the year 1000. Any belief that 
this formal i~troduction of a new religion would terminate the conflicts 
that arose out of this ideological discrepancy was doomed to disappointment. 
The adoption of Christianity was, in fact, a major display of the art of 
compromise, but even though it was very skilfully undertaken by the 
political personalities involved, the compromise turned out unsatisfactorily 
for both ~1rties, as ever. We cannot here ~o into details about the 
chain of events which eventually led to the adoption of Christianity, 
involving as it did all the ingredients of a political dramp, inc~uding 

the taking of hostages by the Norwegian King. The case was broug~1t 
before the Althing in the year 1000. At a certain point it looked as if 
no compromise was possibl~;, the Christians and the heathens being: opposed 
to each other to the point at which the state was splitting into two. In 
fact, the two parties were convinced that no solution was possible, and 
two Lawspeakers were appointed by the two parties, to represent and 
reproduce the two divergent sets of laws that were to obtain in Iceland. 
The outcome of this would have been two states with distinctive laws and 
with distinctive heads, the two Lawspeakers, but without distinctive 
boundaries. This solution seemed untenable, however; the ideological 
'either/or' would have reflected only the views of the extreliJists on both 
sides and would, in any case, have threatened the unity upon which the 
nation was founded. As it happened, however, the 'both/and' solution, 
which was the final outcome of the dram~tic incidents at t~e Althing of 
that year, threw the autonomy of the Freestate into jeopardy, though perhaps 
in a more subtle way. What heppened was that the Lawspeaker appointed by 
the Christians negotiated with the Lawspeaker elected by the Heathens, and 
they reached an agreement that the latter was to make a compromise, since 
none of them liked the idea of creating two states within the same 
boundaries. The mediator, Thorgeirr, then had to produce a solution 
that would satisfy both parties, and considering the degree of excitement 
that prevailed at the meeting, and the amount of violence already involved, 
it was no easy task for him. Strangely enough he did succeed. From the 
sources we know that he first convinced the people that splitting the 
state into two would be disastrous. Then he suggested that Christianity 
should be generally accepted with only one or two exceptions: the 
practices of exposing newborn babies and of eating horsemeat shou~d be 
allowed; sacrificing to heathen gods was also permissable, provided it 
was not witnessed by anyone prepared to testify in court. 

In this extraordinary way the ideological contradiction betw~en the 
two systems of thought was finally acknowledged as part of the Ic~landic 

reality, but this did not put an end to the conflicts that arose from 
it. On the contrary, the cases of conflict seemed to increase. ~his 

was also partly the outcome of certain demographic and economic features 
in the country. The population had increased rapidly over the years and 
was now nearll1g a maximum, given the amount of land available. The whole 
of the island was now under plough. In fact, in the period of the 
Freestate, much more of the land was under cultivation than later on. 
Even today the land is not exploited to the same extent as it was in the 
Freestate. In later periods people tended to keep closer to the coastal 
area instead of fighting the hard winters of the central lands. Because 
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of the increase in population and the increase in amount of land under
 
plough more and more wealthy men were without formal political influencco
 
This seemed so much more unjust because they were defined as Icelanders,
 
and Qwed their position to their work within this society, whereas the
 
earlier office holders who were still reigning were originally defined
 
by their social origin and rank in Norway. In addition the political
 
offices were originally heathen offices (the godar) and this now seemed
 
somewhat inappropriate to many. Hence the social conflicts seemed to
 
result from more deep-rooted problems than was realised before, ffild as
 
a re~ult of this a new legal institution came into being.
 

The invention was the Fifth Court, created in 1001+. It was a.kind 
of s4preme court to which were deferred such cases as could not be 
unanimously decided upon by the Quarter Courts. The Fifth Court 
consisted of 48 members but only 36 were to take part in the verdicts of 
specific cases. To bring the number up to 48, another 12 godi-doms were 
created, and the new godar were to elect 12 members of the Fifth Court, 
while the old godar were to appoint the same number of men as they 
did to the other courts, namely 360 This meant that some of the new 
godar obtained an office, which distributed the power among more people. 
Evenmoresig~ificffilt was the decision that still only 36 were to take part 
in the voting in specific cases. - It was decided that each party, 
plaintiff and accused alike, should have the right, and indeed the 
obligation, to exclude 6 members from the assembly. In that way the 
persoIB most involved could always be excluded from the final decision, 
an acknowledgement of some kind of conflict between private a~d public 
interests that had hitherto been negated ideologically. Also, it was 
decided that the decision of the Fifth Court should be valid if held 
by a simple _majority of its members. The law now overtly points to 
the latent conflicts within the society, and it is admitted that there 
can be no single justice. 

~s for the Logretta, the newly appointed godar were not to be 
members, as the old Eodar automatically were. Hence, the legislative 
power was still in the hands of the office-holders who had obtained their 
office through ascription (the offices were normally inherited from 
father to son), while the judicial power was delegated to men who had 
obtained office by personal achievement (the 12 new godar were elected 
from among influential and wealthy men who were renowned for political 
skill). This difference between legislative and judicial power points 
to a cpnception of the law as by definition anchored.in tradition, 
wherea$ judgement must be a more pragmatic device for dealing with cases 
of conflicting interests o This point is worth noting because it 
illustrates the idea held by Crick (1976) that any legal system is 
characterised by a dual dimensi.onality: it consists of a primary set of 
rules that relates to different types of actions and deals with particular 
events~ ,and a secondary set of rules that belongs to a different 
logical type and c~ncerns questions of precedent, interpretation and 
change~ in the law (Crick 1976:99). In terms of levels, the first set 
of rules expresses a deep-structural, generative and semantic relationship. 
In these terms, we find the judicial .power in the Freestate to be 
mainly administering the first set of rules, while the legislative power, 
the Logretta, is a prominent expression of the second set of ruleso 

The Logretta did not remain totally unchanged, however, since a 
principle of advisers was introducedo Each ~di was given the right 
to bring with him two advisers, so that the number of men partaking in 
the sessions of the Logretta now amounted to 144, 48 original members 
and 96 by-sitters. But it was still only the original 1+8 members who 
had franchise, and even though some authors want to see in this the 
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principle of democracy finally (mt~rlng the' Ic~landic constitution 
(e ,g. Gudmundson: 1924), that would stili be far too generous a 
conclusiono The power was still exclusively in the hands of a few 
~althy people, and all the co~mon people were at the mercy of the big 
lang-owners, as, they had alway's been. Whe~ the last major charige in 
the Icelandic law took place the total, popu}i;ttiqn\·/as about 75,000 , 
people, "which is' no sm1?-ll number compared' to the '200,000" inhabitap.ta' 
of Denmark ,at thetimeo Even though the members of the Althing were, 
in a sense elected qS, represeptatives, it was still only the interests, 
of a certain class that were d,irect;ly :represented. 

Afte'r this only one more change in the legal system remains to, be 
mentioned" the 'recruitment" of the bishops as, members' by ascription' of 
the Althing when the two dioceses were established in 1056 in 1106, 
respectively, This:was no major change in the constitution, but cqn he 
seen as the' last of a series ofeventEJ,' generated by the structural 
contradiction between two sets of ideological relationships, leading 
finally to the fall of the Freestateo Also we shoUld note that the , 
practice of holmgang 'was' finally forbidden in, 1006. Until then 
holmgang had, in fact, fUlfilled the function of a supreme courtaild 
had been a legitimate way of deciding the cases that ,the Quarter Thing 
could not decide unanimously. But whereas with holmgang the suprGlIlEl.cy 
derived from the pagan gods ,the Fifth Court was decidedl;y human. ' 
holmgang was considered superfluous after the establishment of the, 
Fifth Court , but as we knot-' , the practice continued f ..;l' many hundred 
years. 

The laws uere first put into writing in 1117.... 18 and from then o~ 
it became apparent that there \-JaS inconsistency in, their interpretation, 
~ve' know from later sources that many versions of tl:J.e law existed I anc:l.' 
even though this isa feature of a state in a steady process of, 
disintegration, we may also see it as anexpressiollof the inherent 
contradictions that had had other reflcct'ions in' the society before 
their written codification. Obviously, when the rendering of, the laws 
had been solely a matter of the memory of one man, the Lawspeaker, and 
the recollection of his annual speech at thelaw-:mountain by a numoe:r of 
goaar with thier own interests to defend, there,must have been w:;de , 
variations in the actual legal practice from one Spring Thing to, the' 
next as.well as from case to case within the same Thing. 'The priP.c:i,ple 
of l.i,nity could still be maintained in theory; but once the laws !lad 
been ,written down, and thediscrepanci~s were there forallt6 r$Ad, 
the belief in a common practice and one suprmne justice received a , 
severe blow. Before, the ;reality had been characterised by'a unifirad 
ideal view and a diversified practice, but now the situati.on\vas,\vho,lly 
fragmentedo Even the basic legal rules became a matter of person.al 
interests, since interpretation was obviously amatterofchoiceo;In 
the exi$ting balance of power the emphasis was now on 'power, where 
previously balance had been stressed. ' 

The law as a dominant conceptual categoryo 

~ve have re,ferred to a conception of law as basically conqisting of two 
sets of rules relating to two different levels of reality, 'and referring 
to two different logical types, VIe .shall now elaborate this point7 with 
an eye to the effects of law'in other parts of the social settingo By 
way of introducing the matter we shall start inquiring into the 
reverse of law - lawlessnesso 

LEJ.l.vlessness obtains at two 'levels ,as does law, First ,at the 
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level of the social surface, it refers to the actions that are considere4 
illegal by ~ommon standards. These are acts that are met with negative 
sanctions, or general moral condemnations. With elaboration of the laws 
and ~he enforcing of common standards, law-breaking becomes increasingly 
common as a matter of definition. In that sense the process of 
elaborating on the laws points to an increasing lawlessneSs in a double 
fashion,and the whole p~ocess becomes one of self~einforcement, while 
the pasic contradictions remain unsolved. The strongest possible negative 
sanct ion on behalf of thi3 community wa's outlawing, which' was usually 
done in serious cases of murder5• Theoutiawed person lost all civil 
rights, all property, and cO~lld be killed by anybody. A slightly " 
milder form of outlawing was expatriation. Even though outlawing and 
expatriation in effect seemed much the same for the convicts, the two 
praqt~ces entailed different conceptual connotations, outlawing being 
based upon a stronger feeling of cultural defence than expatiation, 
whioh latter was largely a matter of protecting personal and social 
int~rests.Those of the expatriated who either did not leave, the 
co~trY6or came back while they were still under sentence of expat
ria~ion , and the outlaws who managed to save themselves by fleeing to 
uniri~abited places, were collectively labelled 'outlying men' (udliggerm~), 
and as time went on the category came to include runaway slaves and' , 
various kinds of supernatural beings, trolls, elves, etc.. This 
category looms large in folk tales of a s~ightly more recent date 
(cf. e.g. Jprgensen 1924), as well as in the contemporary writings. In 
the 014 days, the main load of the semantic category of 'outlyers' seems 
to hav$ been one of real persons. 

However this may be, the emerging category of lawlessness by itself
 
points-to the existence of the deeper of the two levels of law. That
 
the possibility of outlawing people existed at all indicates that there
 
was a strong feeling of the law as providing a basic charter for con

ceiving of the society. We see, therefore, that law and non-law alike
 
contain elements at two levels.
 

+n the present context it is worth noting that the category of
 
lawlessness carne to be associated with a particular region, later named
 
Udadslavamarken ~the lava field of misdeeds'). This is -a rather large
 
areao! wasteland in 'the middle of the island', which belongs neither
 
toone 'nor to the other Quarter,but lies on the borders of the Northe~,
 
Southern and Eastern Quarters. Strictly speaking Udadslavamarken might
 
be plac'ed within the thought-of boundaries of the Northern Quarter, but
 
as it was merely wasteland the boundaries were never sharply drawn.
 
The ,outlaws could find some kind of refuge there because they were left
 
alone. Of course it was difficult to survive on wasteland without any
 
livestock, but there seem to have been tracts of less arid land in which
 
they could live, and according to the literature, whether sagas or
 
folk~tales, there was quite a community of outlaws. This may have beer
 
a product of imagination, since many outlaws seem to have found refuge
 
with distant relatives, or with friends. They could do this and r~main
 

sa!.e,as long as they were not discovered. Due to the difficulties of
 
communication in those days the odds were not so bad as they would now
 
seem. But socially, at least, they did disappear, and it was said
 
of them that they lived in the lava field of misdeeds. In this way, the
 

.	 'wild' of the Icelanders became a matter of spatial specificity, just as 
'lawlessness' is a well-bounded conceptual category~ The 'wild' is 
essentially anti-social and when it merges with the supernatural in the 
shatd of all those uncontrolled spi~its and trolls (opposed to the pagan 
and Christian pantheons alike) we get an impression ofa powerful ~ymbol 
of the non-cultural which by mere opposition acted as a defining :Sl:-amete.r 



in the Icelandic definition-space. 

If the absolute centre of this definition-space is the Althing, 
we find in the Udadslavamark a kind of anti-centre, where all the evil 
and disintegrative forces are located. In this way 'law' becomes 
opposed to the 'wild', as society to non-society, and this is the major 
evidence for the law being a dominant category in the self-definition 
or cultural identification of the Icelanders. 

In another way, too, the law is reflected in the spatial organ:
ization of Iceland. vfuere the picture of centre/anti-centre is mainly 
related to the basic semantic category of law, the spatial reflections 
which we are now to point out relate to the law in a slightly different 
way, being mainly an expression of the organization of. the legal 
institutions. Haugen (1969) has analyzed the use of the directional 
terms east, west ffi1d so on, and found that they are not merc.reflections 
of the directions as defined by the compass. We shall not repeat his 
analysis here but point to the fact that the directional terms are used 
as reflections of the Quarters. This tendency is sufficiently clear 
to allow us to maintain that the division of the country into QuarterB 
had far reaching implications for the conception of space of ordinary 
people. In this sense the Althing may been seen as a kind of micro~ 
cosmos, reflecting the larger country. 

Significant in the organization of the Althing, too, was the 
relationship between the place of the old law-mountain, and the 
oxararholmr where holm an took place. It is tempting to see here a 
parallel to the centre anti-centre relationship that seems to have 
obtained for Iceland as a whole, expressed in the relationship between 
the Althing and the field of misdeeds. Of course, the topographical 
features of the plain of Thingvellir were given by nature at least 
in rough outline (though apparently the river was artificially led 
through at a place where it had not been originally, according to 
Jpnsson (1922:8)), but it is certain that one reason for choosing this 
plain in the first place was that it displayed an extraordinary fitness 
with the cultural models in force. Even though the basic features of 
space are given by nature, once it is used by man it becomes loaded with 
culture and the 'semantics of space' becomes an object of social 
anthropology. 

In respect of the division of time, the law also enters as a 
dominant category, in that the Icelanders always conceived of the years 
as 'winters', that is the peri1d in between two sessions at the A1thing. 
This may also be related to the practice of using the moon instead of the 
sun as basic time-divider (cf. Gudmundson 1924:88-89;. Clearly, the 
law was reflected in many social and cultural categories, and was tndeed 
a dominant conceptual category within the Icelandic Freestato. 

The Fall of the Freestate. 

As already indicated, despite a steady process of refinement, 
general respect for the law seemed to decline considerably as time 
went by. In the second half of the twelfth century the dissolution 
reached a point of no return. The disintegrative forces were internally 
of two kinds, and there was an increasing pressure on the state from 
external systems. We shall briefly explore these sets of disintegrative 
factors, starting with the internal ones •. 

From the outset we can loosely divide the internal ~roblems in two: 
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first, there was the contradiction between the Church and the trad
itional chiefs, and the gradual out-weighing of the latter by the former; 
second, there was continuous strife between the chiefs themselves, 
a veritable power-game between particular kin-groups which was partly a 
reaction to the increasing power of the Church. First of all the bishops 
became members of the Althing, thereby driving a wedge into a system 
which was at least theoretically in balance. Through this wedge, the 
Churqh gradually gained more 'and more influence by constantly putting 
traditional values under question. In the beginning the bishops seem 
to h~ve held back, but as time went by they could no longer passively 
watch the moral deficiencies of their fellow-Icelanders, and they 
started to condemn certaih practices. First among the deeds now 
bann~d by the Church was the frequent practice of taking mistresses 
or'w~ves to the left hand'. From unions of this kind a considerable 
numbE;lr of illegitimate children'were preduced and there was no social 
sti~ma attached to the fact of being born out of wedlock. Illegitimate 
chi~dren were full members of the household, and even in cases where 
the mother was a slave, a child received full membership of the paternal 
hou~ehold and was considered to be equal to legitimate children. They 
wer~ not 'the same' however, because they were distinguished by the 
fact of h-ving different mothers. We know for instance from Nial's 
saga that among the sons of Nial was one who was born of Nial's 
mistress, a thrall-woman, but in every case which later on involved the 
sons of Nial, he was in a sense first among the brothers. Furthermore, 
there appears to have been a very harmonic relationship between the wife 
and the mistress in this particular case, and from this saga, as well 
as frQm other evidence, we get an impression of a totally unproblematic 
social practice. Even the christened godar took advantage of this 
'right', which suddenly became one of the main targets for the priests. 

We should note here that once Christianity had been introduced priestly 
services gradually bacame a function of religious specialists, where 
they had formerly been in the hands of the godar, who also held the 
political power. The priests, now bacame more and more numerous, and as 
they took over the religious functions, one cornerstone of the power 
of thegodar disappeared and a split between religious and secular affairs 
was introduced. This split, which had in some sense already been a 
latent contradiction, now became a direct source of conflict because 
it received a very tangible expression~there were now two groups of 
people that could actually fight each other. The very fact of the 
increa9ing intrusion of the chl'~ch in the affairs of the godar led to 
considerable strain between the two groups, and this in turn induced the 
second set of internal problems that eventually led to the fall of the 
Freestate. 

This second factor in the disintegrative process is found in the 
increasing frequency of fights between the ~~ themselves. They 
fought mainly to gain absolute power within a region, and once more we 
can blame the law itself for making it possible at all to concentrate 
the power in a few hands. From the beginning the godi-offices had 
been subject to inheritance, but as a democratic principle it had 
always been possible to achieve a godi-office by different means, 
whether by being appointed as the successor of a particular man without 
appropriate heirs, or simply by buying it. Now the chiefs started to 
expel one another and to buy or steal all possible godi-offices so 
that they might gain more power. By holding the offices they were the 
ones to appoint the members of the courts, and they had to concentrate 
their efforts if they were not to be outmanoeuvred, by each other or 
by the church. The result of this'armament race' was that towards the 
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end of the Freestate each Quarter was ruled by one or two familieB, 
who were legally able to take the law into their own hands. 

These two sets of internal constitutional problems relate to the 
contradictions that were mentioned in the introductione The conflict 
between the Church and the chiefs personalized the contradiction 
between Christianity and paganism in an unexpected way. Until this 
time it was principally a matter for philosophically minded individuals. 
The second set of destructive forces relatroto the opposition between 
self-help and law, but this opposition was now concentrated in singlb 
persons, who could legally take the law. into their own hands. Since 
these persons were also the ones to fight the church, we can see an 
increasing convergence ·of the two sets of contradictions. When 
external factors were allowed to play their part the internal inter
ference was fatal. 

!~ respect of the relationship between the Freestate and those 
socia~ systems outside it, two points should be noted. First, the 
Norwegian king was increasingly annoyed by the independence of Iceland, 
partly due to his own problems in balancing the Churche We should note 
here that within the orgmlization of the Church, the Icelandic religious 
offices were under the supervision of the bishop in Nidaros, who thus 
had a larger 'people' than had the king. And it was mainly through 
the Church that the king gradually gained influence on Iceland, wh~+e 

the conflicts made the weaker among the inhabitants look among them
selves for a leader•. 

However, this might not have been destructive to the same degree 
had it not been for another reason that concerned the means of 
communication. When the settlers first came to Iceland they came ~y 

boat, of course, and for the first century, at least, big cruises 
and merchant expeditions were still part of life in Iceland. It was 
considered to be an important element in the training of young men, 'to 
let them go, say, to Norway. At least one member of each generation 
was supposed to go abroad. In the beginning the goal was often to see 

. I relatives or to administer inherited land in the country of origin, 
but also the mere adventure, ,and the possible fights that might 
result, were considered to be of educational value. As time passed, 
however, the original fleet wore out. As there was no timber available 
on Iceland it was impossible to restore the fleet on home ground, and 
few men were wealthy enough to be able to go to Norway and see to the 
building of a new boat. This decline in the possibilities for Ic~landers 

to communicate out of the country at their own wish had consequences 
at many levels. The commerce now came into Norwegian hands, to the 
extent that in sources from the thirteenth century, no references to 
Icelandic-owned boats are found at all, while they had been few even in 
the twelfth century (Jones 1964:38). 

In the first century of the Freestate the Icelanders themselves had 
been the out-going people, and the definition space created was maintained 
partly through this monopoly of comraunication, which allowed them to 
define and readjust their reality as conceptual problems emergedo But 
when they were gradually closed off and when extra-societal communication 
became a privilege and a power of Norwegian merchants, their fate was 
sealed. lt became impossible to receive information from outside whi'~h 

could outbalance the 'noise' generated within the system. 

Even if autonomy is based upon a set of self-referring symbols, 
independence is not sustained by isolation. 

The result of the interplay of these different factors was a 
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vulnerability to foreign powers, and in 1262 the Norwegian king took 
over the rulership with the help of traitors who saw some short-term 
benef~ts for themselves in securing the power for the king. In the 
first place it was only the Southern and Western Quarters that gave 
in, but in 1264 the more stubborn Eastern and Northern Quarters 
were overcome as well. 

After 1::l few hundred years of existence the Icelandic nation 
became subject to forei@1 power, and so it remained until this 
century. Within its short lifespan the Icelandic state exposed a 
serie~ of different social situ·.ation~, but essentially they were 
variations based upon a unique cultural theme, which through the 
trans~itted literature is a powerful symbol of Icelandic identifi
catiop even today. 

+n this paper I have focussed upon a single important theme in 
the Xcelw1dic Freestate, that of law. I have tried to demonstrate how 
inhe~ent contradictions threatened the nation from its very constitution. 
Not ~uch need be added here, since history itself provided the 
conc~usion: the fall of the Freestate. 

This sketchy analysis is by no means exhaustive. It cannot alone 
explain the fall Qf the Freestate. I am convinced, however, that by 
studying the law and extracting from it some general points we gain 
an impo~tant insight into some of the structural weaknesses that 
infl~enced the course of history. Different analyses would yield 
diff~rent answers, and together they would complete the picture. 

TM point is that anthropology, being rele.ted to its subject in 
botha'xnetaphoric and a metonymic way (Crick 1976:169), is as com
plex ~sthe reality it seeks to understand and sometimes even explain. 
II.s metaphors anthropological models yield understanding by translating 
cultural features into anthropological discourse. As metonyms the 
models are themselves to be described by reference to the nature of 
theircontentj like any other cultural practice they are part of the 
human discourse about hmmanity. 

In' this sense no analysis can ever be 'the last' - but given a 
specif~c reality some analyses would seem to present themselves as 
among the most urgent. In the case of the Icelandic Freestate an 
analysis in terms of law seemed to be of prime importance. 

Kirsten Hastrup. 

NOTES 

This paper is dedicated to Niels Fock, whose fiftieth birthday provided 
the reason for its creation. However, the thoughts presented here are 
part of my current research on the Icelandic Freestate. They are to be 
seen asa first sketch, indicating some possibilities for treating 
historical material anthropologicelly. The paper is relevant to my 
conception of certain fundamentals of anthropology (as e.g. the 'field ' ) 
with which I havedeaH elsewhere (Hastrup 1975, 1976). My main 
historical sources are Bruun (1928), Gudmundsson (1924), Kalund (1877, 
1879-82), and Njardvik (1973). 

Thanks to Mrs. Olga Vilstrup for correcting some of my linguistic 
errors; those that remain are, of course, my own. 

1. A general orthographical note should be made here. For a rendering 
in English of Old Norse categories, I rely mainly on Jones (1954). 
As for the native terms used in the text, I must admit that they are 
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to some extent Danish versions, partly due to the limitations of a 
Dmlish typewritero 

20 The number 'three'appears to be of symbolic importance, rather 
than of necessary historical trutho Most of the significant events in 
the history of the Freestate seem to have been a matter of 'three 
years', as for instance also the landnem of Ingolfo 

3. The conception of p-structures, as ~:paradigrTIaticstructural rela
tionships, and s-structures, as syntagmatic chains of events, derives 
from Ardener (1973)0 

4~· It is so named since, according to Nial's saga ( 98; 1970:6-8), 
Nial was the one who originally conceived of the Fifth Oourt. Thim is,., 
however, a matter of dispute. 

50 There was a distinction between 'murder'. ffild 'killing' in Icelando 
Murder was illegal ffild always considered appalling, whereas killing 
was a legitimate act in various cases, as for instance in the killing 
of new-born children prior to their '~aming', after which killing' 
them would be considered as murder o (Gudmundson 1924: 99)0 Also in 
cases of blood-revenge killing was legitimate. In all cases of . 
killing, the killer had to cover up the 'fictim; failure to do this 
would make his deed classifiable as murder, and outlawing would 
ensue, indicating that the uncovered corpse was a threat to the 
whole of the society (ibid.:119)0 

60 Expatriation need- _not be for life; it could be a matter of, say, 
'three winters'. (Gudmundsson 19~4:62). 

Editors'Note: This paper has been cut considerably by the editops, 
with the author's permission, in order to shorten it for the Journalo 
Any misrepresentations thereby introduced are of course the editors' 
responsibilityo 
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Tli!_.S5~IENrIST, TH~_(~UESTER, AND THE WRITER 

AND LEVI-BTRAUSS 

Levi-Strauss has spoken of.a 'Copernican revolution' in th~ field, 
and whatever else this may entail, it surely describes our feeling of 
weightlessness :i,n the face. of our sUbject societies; as in the cosmos 
of the new astronomers, our own place has been set adrift~ Within an 
older, geocentric conception of anthropology, the anthropologist himself 
occupied the Archimedian point on which to fix the analysis of societies. 
The scientific rationality of his society had emancipated him from the 
condi tions of the social; his very discipline signified a transcendence 
of the objects of his discipline~ The objectivity of his language enabled 
him to become the ground upon which all other social languages could be 
charted. His own utterances were transparent; they supplied nothing~ The 
understanding of alien cultures, therefore, presumed a total se~f
understanding~ 

The 'Copernican revolution' changed all this by 'rationalizing' the 
culturescape. The anthropologist has lost his privileged sense of being 
able to ground in his own code all the categories of the oocial; now he 
merely stands upon that ground like everyone else; he is of the same 
magnitude as his subject societies. These societies have made themselves 
felt as resistant to being subsumed by his rationality. To understand 
them, he must find them first, in a place distant from his own~ Being 
merely a part of the landscape, he must travel across it,leaving his own 
locale behind. This is What we mean by mapping out intelligible relations 
between us and them. But if subject societies are opaque to u~ as 
anthropologists~-weare opaque to ourselves as well. Having ori~y a rela
tive vantage':'point on alien societies, a particular locale, weca~ 
understand where they are in the landscape only by understanding ¥here 
we are, distinct 'fr6in them~ We cannot presume an immediate self-ynder
standing, such as positivi sm takes for granted, sinc e the one thing a 
perspective does not supply is a view of itself. What then is our 
project? What is our place in the larger society from which we saem 
interested in disengaging ourselves? Whatoort of disengagement ~s 
possible? To ask such questions is not to malte anthropology effete or 
self-contained; it is to turn it out upon its subject in the only possible 
way, to let it finally get on wi th" the job: the job of making~ense of 
boundaries, and of crossing tham~ Fieldwork, like charity"begins at home. 

I use here Levi-Strauss' ~ristes Tropi~e~ (1973) as one of the few 
texts which raises the issue of what constitutes the figure of the 
anthropologist,and raises it in part:i,cularly rich and complex ways. For 
Levi-Strauss presents us with two competing images of himself as ~thro
pologist. One, the figure we meet in f'heSavage.!Iind, the lJJytholbgi.9..~, 
and Stru~!ural Anthropology, is the anthropologist as structural ~cien
tist and decultured man. The other, implicit in the narrative stance of 
the fieldwork memoir, is the anthropologist as <:.yuest-hero. It will be 

~ . 
c+ear to anyone who knows Levi-Strauss' work that he has chosen the 
scientist over the quester as the model for ,his vocation; Tristes Tropiques 
sketches out for us the moments and motives of that choice. But if we pay 
attention to the way this duel plays itself out, we will see the figure' of 
the scientist - and the structural anthropology he espouses - not as a 
response to the problems of being an anthropologist such as are raised in 
the memoir, b~t rather as an evasion of them. . 

********************* 
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Levi-Strauss' intellectual project is a Kantian one. He seeks 
to elucidate the fundamental structures of the human mind. These, he 
claims, must ground the range of social forms: 'In allowing myself 
to be guided by the search for the constraining structures of the mind', 
he writes in the Overture to The Raw and the Cooked, 'I am proceeding 
in the manner of Kantiart philosophy, although along different lines \' 

leading to different conclusions' (1969 : 10). By 'different lines' 
he means that, while' Kant was interested in the way these structures of 
mind constitute a transcendental subject, Levi-Strauss seeks structures 
which are unbound by subjectivity; which are manifest only socially, in 

. the !formsof objectified thought'. This 'Kantianism without a trans
cendental subject' leads to a method not of philosophical introspection, 
but bfinvestigation into external consensual forms - a Kantian science. 
The ~nthropologist seeks to formulate laws about outward,social-'pheno':' 
mena which mediate behleen th~ diversi ty of societies themselves and any 
'conptraining structure of the mind' (see, in general, L€vi-Strauss, 
1969 : 1 .- 14) 0 

The figure of the scientist is central to L6vi-Strauss' self 

preS?entation in TEstes Tro~iqu~~.• He begins the famous analysis of
 
Cad~veo face-painting:
 

'The customs of a community, taken as a whole, always have a
 
particular style and are reducible to systems. I am of the
 
opinion that the number of such systems is not unlimited and
 
that ••• human societies ••• never create absolutely, but
 
merely choose certain combinations from an ideal repertoire
 
that it should be possible to define. By making an inventory
 
of all recorded customs, ••• one could arrive at a sort of
 
table, like that of the chemical elements, in which all actual
 

.'	 (:,1' hypothetical customs would be grouped in families •••
 
(1973 : 178).


i 

VJhat dqes it Say about being an anthropologist that he would make such
 
a periodic table hi s project? First of all, he claims to be free of
 
the t,e:rjms in which each particular society presents i tsaf to him, for
 
he cl~ims a way of generalizing beneath those terms. The possibility
 
of his arriving at an 'ideal repertoire' means that his language of
 
analysis can subsume all other social fdrms under his own code;
 
societies as they are given have no autonomy. The anthropologist's
 
goal is to reduce the diversity of visible phenomena into a unified
 
domain, of constituent elements - a trans-social domain acc,essible only
 
through his particular structuralist language.
 

The difficulty here is not so much with the idea of a deep structure 
itself as with the issue of how the anthropologist gains access to it. As 
a scientist of the 'ideal repertoire', he must be able to jump levels, as 
it were, from ordinary social discourse to a deep analytical discourse 
which, grounds the terms of the social as given. He must be able to 
descrihe his 'periodic table' at this deep level, since his everyday 
locatio;tl in discourse will' itself be contained oy the table. Thus his 
mind must already contain individually the 'constraining structure' Whose 
objectified forms he is investigating. His access to the 'ideal repertoire' 
depends on an isomorphism between his mind and society: 
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Knowledge .... ,consists ••• in selecting true aspects, . that
 
is, those .coi,ncidingwithth.e propertieso:rmy thought..
 
Not ,as t):1e: N,eo-:Kantians 'c1aimed,beca,use my thought e:X:er-.
 
cises an iheyi tab1einflufnoe over things, but because it
 
is itself an object. Bei~giof this wol"ld', it partakes of
 
the sam~.nature aEithe wo:r;l,:\ . (.1973: 56).
 

The anthropologist jumps 1eve1s.of. discourse by jUll1ping.1eve1s w:i;thin, 
himself; he confirms the generalizations of Iris science by recourse 
to a deep interiority•. The way down into the categories of thought is 
the way out in to social cEj.tegori es. :Theanthropo10gist' s personal 
movement is not horizontal· then,. movement across the landscape towards 
strangeness,butvertica1,.the geological delving into the substrata of 
the 1andscapeitse1f: '~xp10rat;ion is not so much a coveX'ing offlurface 
distance' 'I Levi-Strau9s wr,itesin Trist~s"'±_rol?~tles, 'as a study in 
depth' (1973: 47-8). 

Such a . 'vertical' project requil"es the anthropologist to extricate 
himself from any particu.1ar locale in the landscape itself;· hem~st 
free himself of commit~ent5 to any single community, since his voq'ation 
is to reduce all cOmmuni1:;iesto a common ground: 

While remaining human himself, the anthropologist tries to
 
study and jUdge mankind from a point.of view sufficiently
 
lofty and .remote to' allow him to diEireg¥d th~ p:trticular
 
circumstances of a given soci.etyor civilisation. 'rhe con,...
 
di t;ionsin which he 1ives and ,works cut him· off: from his
 
group .for10ng periods;, t9-.rough being .eXPO.sed to such com...
 
p1ete and sudden cl1ar,tgef3, qfenvironment, heac.quires a kind
 
of chroni,c rootlessness; . eyentua11y, he comes to feel at.
 
home nowhere •.• (1973 : 55).
 

It is c~ntra1 to ±l'iste~ 'llr9~iques that thesE!. hard$l.ipE3 of the task are 
also its great strengthEi•. Levi-Strauss. constitutes the. anthropologist 
asafigure utter1~ d~gage, a decu1tured man. His deracination is a 
liberation :. ' 

. 'In proposing. the study of mankind, anthropology frees me from
 
doubt, since it examines those di fferences and ch~es in man-,
 
kind which have a meaning for all men, and excludes those
 
peculiar to a single, civilisation" whichdiflso1ve into, nothing

. ness under the ,gaze. of the outside observer (ibid : 58). 

'Anthl;'opology, frees me from doubt': nowhere are J;.evi-Strauss' ~cientistic 
ambitions made clearer.> Being free .of Cartesian doubt, the'antqropo10gist 
is free as well of CarteEiian subjectivity. He becomes a new kind of man, 
an ' outsid.e observer' ,pretending. to an infinite extensivenessJ,;iberated 
from perspective. He.;exchanges the humanity .of :belonging to the group, for 
the humanity of seeing what itis tobelong to the, group, and so he .conceives 
anthropology not as the relating of us and them, but as, the identification 
of, uS and them. "This disengagement is exac·t1ywhatis meant bytheanthro
pologist' s---rr:ecourse '1:;0 int~rior~ty': his study~n d~pth iaa leap into 
solitude. 'In identifying us and,them, Levi~Strauss pe:nnits the anthropolo
gist to inhabit at once th~10ca1e of his ordinary social discourse and the 
deep structure of fundamental categories which he presumes to embody. As 
Levi-Strauss says about myths, the anthropologist is both ~g~ and 'p'aro1e, 
both the ground and the grounded. 

************ 
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This figure of'the: d~cultured sci~ntistis thE; protag6:nist of 
Tristes Tro:e.iq,ues. He is' also the figuretliat we meet L els'Enmerein 
fkVI~Strauss' ~rk'~' as in his ~rrjunctron'in'r..he Savage' Hind',! to study 
men as if they were ants, ••• not to consti' tlite,"but'to 'dis's'ol'v'e'm'an' 
(1966 :2'46'::''7).'' But whenweree:d the memdir at'Berrtively,we';:notice
 
a sepond figur e 1 king near the' sci enti st, a rival anthropologi'st.
 
Far from celebrating his outsider's autonomy and solitude, this
 
anthropologi'st writ~s in the final pages of'Triste~rc:?J:..i.Jl~es:
 

. c, . - ,'~ . . '- '-. , 

The' self; is not orily hateful: there :Esrio place for it ' 
'oetween,';l!:J,and g.oth.i~.;' Arid 'if,inthe~ast;re'sort, I ' 

: ','opt for'lls; even though, i tis no: more than a semblance, 
'the reason is that'.~.I have onlyoxle possiblechoic-e' 
'between 'thi s: semblance"and .'nothing." Iha.\r.e only to choose 
"for,ihechdlce:'i,tselfto'si'goify niy'unreserved 'acceptance 

of the hll,man condi tion (1973: 414). 

Thieputting-on 'of "thecondi tions'of us is'totally removed from the 
liberating di sengag.emertt:wh,ere'anthrbpcilcigy frees rrtefrom> doubt', 
On the' contrary; ,the second 'figure 'present\s liin'iselfascommitted to a 
particular locale, a perSpective' around which the WOrld extends' 
indefinitely: 

I have a'duty to ineri, just as'I' have a'dutytokribwledge .. 
History,' poll tiCSi the 'economic arid socialworld,'the 
physical world' and eVen the' skysufrolindmew:Lthc'orrcentric 
circles; from wHich I cannot escape inthotight,wi thoJ,t:ce:ding 
a frag);nentof my-person to each one of ; t'1'i'~rri~ 'Like' a pebble 
striking water'ahd making rings on th~'surfaceasit'cuts 
through; in order to reach the h6'ttom 'Ii'too' must' take the 
plunge (ibid: 413)0 

According to this "anthropoldgist, the abstracti' on into an 'ideal' , 
repertoi'ne"" of' ori'e ';s~'rei<!t:i encounters in meial l'ire wi11 bring disiri 
tegr'a,t:i:on of "the person~ Far' from~ ':P6int ofvie:w sdfficiently-lofty' 
and remote', he falls into his particular si tuation and acceptE:l 'th'e ' 
concentricities that surround himo Rather than treating men as if they 
wereartts,Levi-Straus!i'endshisbOok by idenhfy1ng' himself iII worship 
at a Buddhist: k;yongo ','" " " 

'--'-'iJ~ : l 

'If the scientist is' thei hero of ~fistes Tr01?i.9.~~' thi:s '~t!,ier 
figure is its narra:tb;i"and we learn what 'anthropology is' for'him not 
so much in the tale told as in the manner of its tellingo For Tristes 
TroEiguesis told asa liuest, that is, as a' movement from alibnre1rJOrJ:J'7' 
acro~s.bbundari'es 'toanotherwo:rldofst'rarig~hess~:"Thi's movement iEi 
notve~tical.'but liori~ontal, nota 'delving' int:othe' iaridsc'api3 but a 
journey: across i LAdtessito de'epstructtiz,e'is hot 'so ntuch at issue as 
access to them 'in ,thefirstp'ra.b:e~ 'Ihdee'd,despiteIthe A:r~hitil.edian" 
pretensionsoI the scient±st to view society as an abstradte'dwhole, 
Tri ste's .Tropiquiel?, concerrtsnothing i f not the di fficulties of relating 
us'and'them in the mo is-upartictilar' 'ways. L~vi~stra:uss symbolizeS these 
pnobl~ms: in the ong'oing encounter be'tween'Old '\-JOx'lClbtid 'New W'orld;;thus 

, he rutninatesas he 'crosses theSowl,;h Atlantic: . . .. , 
. ~!'" • 

> • ~"r 
, r ,'" 

-,1 I 



The i:rl;ky sky of the DoldruIils and,~~e 0Ilpresf?iv.~,,~tmosPh,ere 
~'"" epi tom zetiienioralcllmatefl1'which' ~hE< twoworI4~: ,'" 
have dbme' race ;toface,,"This cheerless >~ea'betweEm 'them, 

. an(f'~theca:~rriri~s~i'?f,>h~ ,~~~t~e~ '.';'h?,~~, 6rt~~ ~\itp~.s~ 's~~~~/) :." ",," 
td'oe toallo,w'evil"forqesto gath.e:r' 'fr~shA3.tre~gi;;h,., are.Jil:le.. ;,< 

last mystical ~lbiiI'ri'~r;1)et{i~entwo"r~giori~ '60 .g+~etH9e;I~y";, , . 
oPP6sed to each'ot'Herthr(iu~i{·tH~i:r:"'Mfferent ',:Je'onditi6ns 'that 
the first people to beqomeaware o.f t~e fact.coulq no~,~~~teve 

:'ths\they were both etl.'i~ily;"·hlim~.ii'(yj7~ ~ 330)',,:' ,"" ",,' , , 
'.J ~ '. ' , .' ,~-

t- In this hostility between worlds, whe,re c,anwefind',thqse diff~l?ences 

and ,char1ge~'"'wicih h~v$ 'a' 'meaning, f.Q~'~ll11 l1len 'f Vnl{k~Kqe,~asy;:'wan
dering'amilyseg df,the !i;rthoI6$~iqlies.Md"~heEle'men.tat;i'StWc,t~r,esof 
Ki~~hi~', :;~r±s~qs~ro::e~3.~'~s·~.s;,f~l?~,·~':r.,?:~!"dei's and:~~ffi.c~,ltcrossings, 
whJ.ctl; J.s why J. ts J.ntet-mJ.I).a'bI'e desc:~~pt,:l;ons, of trekkJ.ng. ,qnd transl?Or
tatidn ar~ ..s~.'c~~t,~a:Cto the na~~,atiX~(;~}~C~.. I , ":.::,, .' ': 

". N6~ ddes';'tfiei:na!'ra:t6r:c1a:l:trlto':have<;~~'tric,~t~'d hi~t?~lf':' frQ,iri :~th e 
limita:t1on's 'i'niposed 'b{the'mystJ:dal bar!'ierbet';;/eeil. 6id, 'w'ori~' ;;iUd' New.. 
Just a:s lie/is 'held. dOwn by the jungle 'andth~marslir~d:he,sio~~:,' 
through, he is rooted in':a pa:rticuia.rcoZ;h~T'of'thi cuIt~itl l@dscape .. 
Unlike the lo~ty f.i€?u:r;e. who is ,f~~e~ ,fr.om.?-9':l~,~'L ~h;~fl ,~ec,C>ndll\~,n~ :r;';~a~ns 

,~~=~~:;:",~~l~~~i';~~~:~~:,~~?1~:·~~~~~i~,~~~~~~~~:C~~:dIii'~~:t~.:~~g 
()iti/~h utterljUnstudied; undiscovere,d ,1;rndl&tl peopre,~:'l}~,W,:t::i:,t~lf{: . . " 

•• ' '. ~_. ..,,;' , ;' ' • -". < ~i .'.' ;": ,'.,i..:. "",' .t ;',' ',. .:.:. ~ 1.. '.' -'.1 ,'-;. " :.';I-·;·f~·~) 

'·r: rhad"wa:htedto ;re&6h:the~xtremelfm:tts'of"the"t3av;kg~j,it',:,",""
.' ,~ might;be: 'thouglit-:'~hatmy Wish had beeri gtaJite:a';:p.ciw j;haf:t .,,' " 

" ' . ;;,' fbundniYSelfamohg the~e' charmingIM.ianswhorrl."nooth'er whit;e . 
man had seen before """ Alas! they were only too savage'" 0 0' 

There they were, all ready t~ t~ach me the~r"custOJllS and bel;i.efs, 
and:·T di.d not know tlie:rr"l'anguake."~TheY 'Were 'as ·c10se.to me: as 
arefle6tion 'ina: mif'ror:j. 'i c'oUld" touc~f th'~rn:,~j Otl't ':±"6'~:;;id 'not 
understand' th~fu"T)nad b:~en:"given, a"( one'and:·th~ ~~m'e"t.ime, my 
reward and' mypunitshment (19'73: 332-3}~,' ,', ..... , ":'.: ".~" ,

.' . ~ ,:~\;." .v;, . . .! ~--lJ ,;,,,:';" .:'( 

The Kantian science must fail her~:: th~te is no ·truIY:"g~n~r~iiz·ing 
language, no easy isomorphism bet~een mind and. soqial. structtU:'e~ . 

"":"~",~~i~'~eco~d"fi~ur~' ;:~J~~~:';~o.'}~~~( ~~ep~~'siB~+t~Y'~f: d~cultttri~ 
·,',himself.."Where the'~ sdient:ts,:e"l3e~k~,t?, ,~ri3eJilga.~~',',hiw~e~f};ry<?,m" pnl.f£I'Q~rid, 

arty ',loc,aLl !larigua.ge~ -ehe. ~ dthel' 'aJ:lt~ropo:tqgi'st' disengag~Eil him~~;Lf from, 
hisoWn,:Ioceil'e" ;oaly :'to re,,;erigcige'nirri~e~f'.thariot'n~~;; .T~~cpnditio~~"Of 
locality itself, of inhabiting a ~f~ectfii-e, 'never'chang'e.Wherethe 
scientist seeks ge!1~alizations,thEl.seGo~.gfigllrEl"Who.,:j.s .k1;l,e,ar;J;l:lro
pologist as quest~h~rci>, seek's' part~;c·u.:i;a:r:i·H~s," E!.inc{e'st~Mge~i~siCQnly 
resides in the:pa'rt'i<?lila;r~,"As'ollP<?sedto':"the "O:u~~~de;o,b'serV;e:rj':,,;but 
like the narrator 'af~~rfsteE{TrdEiccies!·tne'figur~'·;ot,th;e,~·~~~.t-h.ero is 
always<?_nthe;:-'wa,y ';:"·The~ci!~h~is~ a:~f~InE'ts!~to tissim'iJilt~ .:~l,l~:~':iiind it!t,em; 
the questor tries togo the d'i'gtahce"betweeh~' . ',', .. : . ;~.,.'~ 

~ \' ' .' ,I." '." 

************************ 
-\ ;'". ' 

'. , ", _. ".' -' -. ,- _.. ':". '.- ..t-, ,.... ' . ,~.' -\ " 

c:' As ':the ;model: 'f01' his "\rocation ,L6vp~St:rausS r~:t)~e.~' ~pt1ie:"4~~,6~Or;I 

olfly to'dismiss' hi~~' "Adventureh~si(rib,;p~~c!~:i~,.~h.e :~~~limPPio.~~13~'~:ti;; 
professi'o1'lJ'i~.";he":~~te:s,,'6n''~he. firs~pat!;~':o~'.t~J~rn;~;~?Jr.,~ "Jt:)ff:nw:e:~;y; 
ons:,'o!f\ those;1 u:t:l'a.w1.dabl'E!""dr~wbacks,' whJ.chdetf~q t .. :fro~ ,h;i s' ,~f.f,~c~;J:.v.!3,~,., 
work.: j; 0';' 'l'he;'.fac't' '1Vn:at'somu6fl e':ffdrt' and expen'dit\l+e' ha.E/''to''~·Et,'w.Gl~;t~d

',.., ::.~~.:,~(.~., ~::I "-'r,~_,-~ ~.. . ..• - .'::"i ~. ,." -' ..~.l":),'",:,:,,,:,,..., -'-. 
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on reaching the object of our studiesbeatows.no value On that aspect
 
of our profeBSioIl,aIlrdstl01.l1q. b~ s~eI). ra.ther~s i ts~egative side'
 
(1973 : 17). This contempt fgtthe value ofstrBJ18'Eme~s"and of cross

ing dfstancfjl3 is,afar cry' fr<:>nitll,~ narratp:r who re;Lishes;te11ing the
 
hardshipl;Iof travel, Who, corifeseef! 'I wanted ,to r~ach the extrene
 
limit~ot tYl.es~v~e'~,Why thet:ejecti~>n oftheqllest-pro jectf ,
 

, ' 

J3eetluse thequestia one that must f~il, iayi-S'h~uss'is-r1ardoI1~7the 
allurs ,>of anth:nopo1<:rgy. as quest t . 

'Is mine tb:eo,niy,'~oi~ethatbears witness to ,the iJl1POS~bili,ty 
pf escapism?' Like tho Indian in the myth, I went as far as the 
earth allows aneta go, and whentar:dv,e,d atthe ,~rld's end, 
! questi9nedthe people ,the~ri;ll;l.tures, and th;ings I found there, 
and met With the same disappoi,ntment: He stood sti:j.1,weeping 
hi tter1y, praying arid moaning. And yet no mysterious sound 
reac~ed his ears, nor was he put to sleep in o~de~; top~ trans
ported,'aS'he Slept, to'the templeo~ the magic, animals. For 
liiritthere cOuld no longer be the slightest doubt: ,no poWer, 

0 O.ft'ornanyone, ,had'been, g~Eintec:l, him (1973 : 41~2)~ , 
, .. ,.-:,;:.:,.,,: ,.' I ..:' : ," ."..' . - . 

. To cone'eive ofanthropolog,yas',a :,~ea.t,is misguided fqr t't.O rea.sons. 
First, to the extent that 'the sUbject Societyrellliins separate from, the 
Old World (whicl}, is wlu:J.t makes ~t,~ fit ,quest-object), the fie1d't.OrkeJ:' 
cannot 1,1!lderstand it; this is what occurs with those Indians mentioned 
above.Conve!~e1Y1 if the, anthropologist claims .to understand such people, 
he can qnly have assimilated their customs to a pre-existing code; he has 
not 1ea~ed fronithem, only domesticated their New World into the terms of 
his 01d~ , ' " 

I rejecttl1e va.st·],and~ape~ I circumscribe- it 00. there 
is nothiiigto, prove tha.t my, eye., if i tbroadened its view of 
the' scene,would not recognise the Bois ,de Meudon a:round 
this insignificant fragment, which is trodden. daily by the. 
moat authentic savages but from which, however, Man Friday's 
footprint is missing (ibid: 334-5)0, 

Against the crisis of such insufficiencies, Levi-Strauss offers the 
rival imo.ge of the scientist. The.scientist is freed of the task of unde~
standing aliep 8Qcieties in their strangene6s~their particularity; indeed 
11';'8 Whole pUrpose. is to reduc'e' 99cial,life.out of,itsgiven ter:ms to that 
'ideal r,e:pertoire' o~ Uni,versal1Y ," valideleme,nts. A respect for, locali ty 
gives, wa:y tot~e desire 'for to~~~ty': 

The'Btudy ,of these savages, leads to Bom~tirlng other,than
 
the:revelationQfa Utopi9-li state of nature, qrthe dis

covery of 'the perfect soci,etY:i.ri,tl').e depths of the forest;
 
it 'helps u:stabuilda theo!'etical model of human society,
 

"whiph does riot correspondt6 ari.y, ppservable reali ty
(ibid : 392)0 '., ',,' , 

0 •• 

At the sarne time, claims Le"\ri-Strauss, this reduction will not be mere 
ethnocentrism, the domestication of the. New World by the Old. The terms 
of sc;ie:rltif:i;o discourse will be ,f:r'ee of any single locale, because they 
wi).l teS;dh that 1eve,1, where ordiq.ary- local discourse, is grounded•. "The' , 
anthropologist recon~titu tes. the fragments oJ :BGQ;f.~,ies as gi,ven into 
terms lihicl't Will b. kn9wable to all me~, ,whiLt~J.o~:ng to none in " 
particUlar: «•• after demolishing aii forms of soCial oTganization, we0 
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The inky sky of the Doldrums and the oppressive atmosphere 
~o~ epitoriJizethemoral climate in\vhich the two worlds 
have COlne face to faceo 'This cheerless sea betw~en them, 
ahdthe calmness of the weather whose only purpose seems 
to be to allow 'evil forces 'to gatherfresh strength, arethe 
lastlliYstical :barrier betwe,en twor'egidn$'~S6 di!alnetric~.lIY· 
op:pC);sedtd ~ach other thrclughtheir differerit60ridi tions tqat 
the first people to become aware of the fact. could not believe 

;tha"t they were both eqJaily human (1973 : 330').' 

j.,	 

In this hostility between worlds, where. can we. find. I those differences 
andchan:geswhichhave' 'a "meaning 'for all men I? " 'Unlike the ea~y, wan
dering analY,ses of .the !iythol05i9.ue~and~~heEle:m~ntarySt~tur.fs.2!. 
~inshi1:.' ~rlste~ Trogisties is full of bdrders'and difficiilt cros$ings, 
which i's why 'its' interminable descriptio'nsaf trekking and transpor
tation are so cent:d:l.1 1to'thenarrative·stanceo . . 

. Nor do eathe riarratOrclaitrl to have'extridated hims'elf ,from the 
limitations imposed hy' the mysticalbarr±er between; Old ;Wori~:' arid'Newo 
Just as he' is he~ddowri .~ythe: (jungle atld the mars111andhe slogs' ..•. 
through, he is rooted in' a particular carrier of thecu:ltur'a.ll~dpcapeo 
Unlike the lofty figure who is freed from doubt, thi13 secondm~'remains 

unextended and: local; , he cannot c2 nimprivilege(i acces~ to th~~ideal 

'I'epertoire:6fsocial Cllstoms;' 'At the climax ofhiseipedi tions,poming 
on an .u tterly unstudied, uridiscov'ered Indian people" hew:ri te:El :' . 

. ''-'-. 

.; I had wanted to 'reach the extreme lii'llits of the savage; . it 
might be thou.ghtthat my Wish had been gra11ted, now that I 
found myself 'Eimong these charming lridianswhom no other white 
man had seen before Alas! they were only too savage 000.00 

There they were, all ready to teach me their customs and beliefs, 
and, I did not know thei r language. They were as 610s'e to me as 
a reflection in a mirror; . I could touch them j but I cou:J.,driot 
understan:dthem. 1 had heen given, atone/and the saine time, my 
reward and my punishlllent (1973: ~32~·..3) 0 . . . 

"'.,; . 

The Kantian science must fail here: there is no'truiygeAeralizing 
language, no easY isomorphism between mind ~~d social structureo 

: • ~". • <. .: • . . 

. ThiS second figure refuses tb admit 1<hepossibility of d~cult~ri~ 
•himselfo Where the sCi Em tist ';seeks to disengage 'himself fr<>m!i£!:.l.grQund, 

'. any locallangu~ge{the. other anthropOiogfst'di~engageshimse.lf from 
hisown'l.ocaleohly to re-erigage himseJ,f'irt an9thel~0 ,The conditions, of 
lacali ty itself, of inhabiting a perspeet{ve, 'never change. Where the 
scientist seeks gCTlEr'ali~ations, the second figure, who isthe.anthro
pologist as· q uest.iliero; seeks pa.rt~cu~ariti,~.s;,·sine e "'13trC?1lgen(7ss .only 
resides in the particularo 'As opposed to the I outsideob8erv~r I, but 
like the narrator ofTristesTropi~s,'the figure ofthe.ipest-l1ero is 
always on the' way 0' Tlle 's'cientf'6tattemptsto assimilate us and them; 
the 'lUes-tal" triefi 'to go -'th'edi'Eit£ncebetween,; , " "... 

************************ 

As the model for hisvocatiori, 16vi"~Btra.u,ssraisesup the questor 
only todismisshim:ilAdvemtUre .has'no' plac'e 'in the an thropot'ogist I s 
profession', - he writes on the'£irst Page of' the memoir,' lit is I!ll:lrely. 
one of those unavoidable drawbacks, wh1chdetract f:tom hi s effective 
work The fact'that·so much effor't and eXpenditure has to 'be wasted 
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on. reaching the object of our. studies bestows .no value on that aspect 
of our profession, and should be se~nrather as its negat.ive side' 
(1973 : 1?)oThia contempt fo:r the value, of strangepess and of cross
ing distances is. a, far cry from, the ~arrator who relishes telling; the 
hardships of travel, who ,confesses , I wanted to reach the . extreme 
limits of ~he savage'Od:why the' rejecticm of the quest-project? . 

. , 

Because the quel;lt is one·that must ,faL!.. , iJevi..St:r~uss' is'fla-rd .on;;~the 
allurelOf anth:r.opolaa&y. as quest ~ 

;rs mine the only voice that be~'rs witness'to the impossibili ty
 
of escapism? Lil~ethe InqJanin themyth~ I, went as Jar. as :the
 
~arthal1qttJ's one togo, andwhEmJarr:Lvedat the wurld1s end,
 
r qUE?stioned 'the people, the creatures and things I foiind t,here
 
and met with the same disappointment: He, stood stil+, weeping
 
bitterly, praying and moaning. And yet no mysterious sound
 
reached his ears, nor Was he put to, sleep in order' to be trans

porJed",as he s;I.ept, to the temple of the magic animalso For
 
hi,m there could no longer be the slightest doubt: no power,
 
from: klhyone, had been granted him u, (1973 : 41_2) •
0
 

.' I"~ ,'. .!. ,.' ..
 

To conceive of anttJ,ropology asa qqest is misguided for two reasons." 
First, to the extent :tiMt the subject soci ety rerpains separate from the 
Old \'!orld' (Which.' is what ~kes ita fit quest-:-object), the fieldworker 
cannot understand it; this is what occurs with those Indians mentioned 
above. yonversely, if the anthropologist claillL? to,unc,ierstandsuch people, 

', ..he can only have assimilated their customs to ,a pre-existing code; he has 
not learned from them,only domes'bcated their New World into ,the terms of
hi 13 Old:' .' , . , . ,. . 

000 :I reject the'vast landscape, I circumscribe it there
 
is nothing' to prove that my eye, if it broadened its view qf
 
the scene, wouldno'trecognise the Bois de Neudon around
 
this insignificantfragment, which is trodden daily by the
 
most authentic savages but from which, however, Man Friday's
 
footprint is missing (ibid: 334-.-5)0'
 

Against the crisi~ of such insufficiencies, Levi-Strauss offers the 
rivel image of the scionti sto The sci entiat is freed, of the task of under
standing alien societies ill their st:r1iU1geness,th~ir par::t;iculari tYi . indeed 
h~s 'whole purpose is to reduc e ~oqial'life out of i ts.given terms to that 
'ideal repertoire iof uniYers~iy 'valid elements •.. A 'respe.c t,forlocali ty 
giv~s'1ay tbthedesire for ~otaJi~ty: 

" The study of these'sav:a,gesleads to somethi~g' other than .
 
the revelation of ,a Utopian s~ate of n.atureor,the dis- .
 
covet-y of 'the perfect .society in the depths of the forest;
 
it helps tis tq build Ii ,the.or,etica1 mod~J.of human, f)O.ciety,
 
which does not correspond to any: obser:vable reali ty .H.·
 

(ibid : 392). . .... 

At the same time, claims Levi-Strauss, this reduction will not be mere 
ethnocentrism, the~omea,tJcationofthe New "Wor:Ld by .th:e Oldo The terms 
of sciEinti'f'ic discourse will be .t:r~e. of anysingl'e locale"hec'ause' they 
will reaclitliatle:vel whe'reordlfl.ary local discourse.is,groundedo, . The 
anthropologistreconsti tvtes the fragments of societiEH3 as given into 
terms wich will bEt knQwa'\Jle to, all men, While belonging to none in '. 
particulal': ' •• 0 after demolishing all forms of social organization, we 
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can ••• discover the principles which will ,allow us to construct a new 
form r (ibid' : 390). To put it in Le'vi-Strauss', own vocabulary,. the 
anthropologist esc/il.pes the contradictions of .beinga quester by pecoming 
a bricoleur, a scientist of the concrete:. he reveals the princi~les of 
social lif"€!- by demolishing and revising ito . 

********************* 

This is an elegant formula. Unhappily it does not solve the 
problem.' For the probleins raised by' the 'failure of the quest-id~a are 
not really answered in the figure 'of the scientist. If the old World's 
domestication of the New were 'imply epistemological, . simply a. fe:i:lure 
of im$.gination, then the scientist inightbe sUfficient; his reconsti tu
tion of the alien wOrld through its fragments· might supply the conditions 
for understanding. But Le'vi-Strauss'makes clear that the anthropologist 's 
projection of his own locale into his subject's is:notinnocent,' its more 
active than just a failure of imagination. Even when he carries the Old 
World with him in the most trivial ways, as when he hums over and'over a 
Chopin melody while marching through the bush, a darker and more po ten t 
intrusion :is implicitj for his problemas a quester 'is not that' so much 
remains inaccessible to him, but that so much has already been destroyed. 
Levi-Strauss litters his memoir with stories of pathetic and perv~rse 
sorts· of ethnocentrism and exploitation - on the part of adventU,r~rs,miss.
iona1'ies, cowboys, btlreaucrats~ and even anthropologists.' In que@ting to 
leave his own \-IOrld behind and to encounter soCial life in: its strangeness, 
the ethnographer is only another contaminator, a cultural analogu¢ to the 

,.	 seventeenth century traveller who remarked how free of disease the Tupi 
Indians were at the same time that he was helping to infect them~ 

The whole idea of a quest into their world presupposes our having under
mined it already. Anthropol6gyarisesiiia situation where its project 
of crossing borders is nostalgic and inauthentic. The boundaries have 
already been trespassed upon; and we find only second-hand versions of 
ourselves:' . ' 

Journeys, those magic caskets full of dream-like promises, 
will never again yield up their treasures untarnished. A 
proliferating and over-excited civilization has broken the 
silence· ••• what else can the so-called escapism of travel~ 
ling do than confront us wi ththe more unfortunate aspects 
of our history? ••• The first thing we see as we travel 
round the world is our 01rm filth~ thrown into-the fa.ce of 
mankind (ibid : 37-·8)., 

In the face of such problems, the figure of the scientist is nqt a 
sufficient response. Since the quest fails for particular historical 
reasons, as well as for general methodological ones, it is not only a 
new epistemological stance that is called for but also the anthropolo
gist'.sacknowledgerrient of his personal place in the events that led to 
his crisis. And apprOpriately it is on these historical grounds, rather 
than epistemological ones, that Levi-Strauss seems to make his most 
important defence against the failures of the quest-project: 

What has happened is that time has passed. Forgetfulness, 
by ro.lling any memories along' in its tide, has done more· 
.than merely wear them down or consign: them to oblivion. 
The profound structure it has created out of the fragments 
allOWS me to achieve a more stable equilibrium and to see a 
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clearer pattern. One order has been replaced by another. 
'B~tweenthese two cliffs, which preserve the distance between 
my_gaze'and its object, time,'the destroyer, has-begun'to 
pile up rubble.;.. Events Without apparent connection, and 
Qriginating from incongruous periods and places, slide one 
over the other and suddenly crystallize into a sort of edi
fice which seems to have been conceived by an architect wiser 
than my personal history (ibid: 43-4). 

LeVi-Strauss _defend~hi~ proje~t;her:eip. '~xactlytlie realm which had 
failecl him) the realm of history. Here. is an attenptto make 'time, the 
destroyer' of Indians, into_' tim~t the provi9-E:r' for anthropologists. 
Notic~how the narratqr shifts time's destruction from the New World to 
his 'oWn memor;i.esof it; ,whatli,es iI;l fragments is not the culture ,of 
Bra~i;'ian Indians" but his ideas, about them; ,and this shift allowshi'(l1. 
to build themupagai,n. One order has indeed been replaced by another .
not a; new and whole social order ,for those who have been exploited; but 
an-ew ,conceptual order for the an,thropologist. - And it is the fact that 
the New \vorld has been fragmented, by the Old wh,i9h gi ve s the, anthropolo

_gist ,the elbow-roowto deveJ,.op his own way of building the fragments up 
agail1. 

As the idea of' the passage in:~imates - an idiom of 'fragments! , 
'pil~ng up rubble', and. ,'one order re,placing another' - Levi-Strauss 
defep.<is his, anthropologist from the .nc_cusations of history by consti tu:.. 

,tinghim as a _!?~;for .bricola,g,~ is exactly this process of trans
muting time from a destroyer ,to ~provider. In making this transmutation, 
however? Le'vi-Strauss evades the -very issue we require him to ans\.,rer: the 

" 

iss~e of particular historicaJ- responsibility" The ide,a of bricolag,e 
canriot 'r,esolve ,that issue, because it, subsu'(l1.esthe particular instanc'e of 
dest\I'uc~ion ,under the general process,of understanding; it subsumes the 
cont~nt-of history unde:r the meth9d of science, a science of the concrete. 
But this is just what ~ristes Tr0.J2:!:..sl~ has led us to jUdge indefensible. 
There is no necessary _c.once.ptua~ significance to the rubble of his Brazi
lian memories, only a nece,ssary poli ticalsig,nificance. The passage is 
dishorieljl't in asserting that 'a profound structure is being created out of 
the fra:gments', since ;the structure might only be a way of evading the 
acknowl~dgement that' the fragments are one's own. When a world has dis
integrated 'to the point .of being unable to resist or falsify an observer's 
claims about ,i t, it will not do to call that observer disengaged or 
scientific. What results is not so much· fundamental structures as imagina-· 
tive on~s - not an isomorphism between mind and society, 'but an encounter 
between a particularly fertile mind and particular societies unable to 
answer back to it. 

A good example in Tri,stes Tro~i~~e~ of the errors of such a scientism
 
is Levi-+Strauss' an,aly,si,s of the Nambikwara political system and his claim
 
to have illustrated through them an elementary structure of politics (ibid
 
: 305-317).·, The Nambik:wara live in small, ,loose-knit nomadic bands, each
 
led by, a chief. The chi ef has no heredi tary power,' and as fami lies can'_
 
leave the b~ds and join others whenever they want, LeVi-Strauss shrewdly'
 
points out how political authority and stability depends on consent and
 
contract rather than on a traditional order made up of prescriptive rela

tions. He takes this as an affirmation-of the position of the Enlighten

ment ,Ehiloso,Eht s,' especiaJ,ly Rousseau,. in their defini tion of political
 
authori tyin.terms of con:l;ractualassociation and cdnsent ..
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~1Y d10uld we take the Nambikwara bands to illustrate the e~e


mentary forms of the poli tical life? It is much more likely that their
 
instability, and consequent reliance on'ihdividual acts' of consent, COOle
 
from historical conditions which Levi~Strauss has earlier spoken of:
 
their population has been decimated by white-carried dise'J.ses over the
 
previous century so that the bands are only a t~ny fraction of their
 
former size. It see~s likely that the older bands wbuld have had more
 
stabili ty and a more hierarchical distribution of authori ty. \oJ'flatever
 
the case, Levi-$trauss errs in attributing general significancB to 'what
 
might be better explained wi thin a sp'ecific, historicalcohtext. 'Out
 
of the fragments of Nambikwara li.fe, th'ebricoleut' buiids up a. personal
 
myth about political origins and then attributes it to the world~
 

What is odious in such instancesis not structuralism p_~ se., or the 
notion of depth analysis, but rather the claim to a structuralist science. 
When the anthropologist respects the idea of borders &nd grants social 
forms enough integrity to~esist easy classification, then structural 
analysis is unobjectionable. I' take Levi.-Strauss' analysis of Caduveo 
face-painting and Bororosocial clas~es as good eXamples of this. To 
claim the capaci ty to un.iversalize through depth' analysis, however, is 
to presume the autonomy of each society to be no more than superficial; 
it begs the question of relating us and them by simply identifying them. 
If we discover, as does Levi-Strauss in ~;istes Tropisues; that our 
original sense of this relation is naive, our project should be to redraw 
the relation wi th more subtlety" not abandon its terms. The faj.lure of 
the quest to en.gage a world of strangeness does not emancipate us from 
the necessi tyof engaging at all; , it does not free us to become scientists. 
For we have seen how the figure of the scientist depends on backhanded 
commi tments to the very locality from which he claims to have extricated 
himself; he receives from his own history the fragments with Which he 
imagines his freedom from history. The new figure of the anthropologist 
must avoid both the presumption of the scientist and the naivete of the 
quester. On the one hand, he must acknowledge the problem of~l? and lJ:1eJ!!. 
in all its difficulty; nothing, not even imperialism, will free him from 
the burdens of being local and present. On the other hand, he must not 
fetishize strangeness into the purpose of his work; he must realize that 
the New World is new not because it is pristine and exotic, but because 
it is not yet born. Here, as usual, it is L~vi-Strauss who is his (our) 
own best and most eloquent critic: 

Being human signifies, fo":' each one of us, belonging to a 
class, a rociety, a country, a continent,and a civilization; 
and for us European earth-dwellers, the adventure played out 
in the heart of the New World signifies in the first place that 
it was not our world and that we are responsible for its destruc
tion; and secondly,that there will never be anoth~r New World: 
since the confrontation between the Old Horld and the New make:=;; 
us thus conscious of ourselves, let us at least express it in its 
primary terms - in the place where ••• our world missed the 
opportuni ty offered to it of choosing between its various missions 
(ibid : 393). ' 

David Scobie 
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'BIOGE~TIC STRUCTURALISM' AND THE LOCATION OF STRUCTURES* 

In the heyday of 'high' structuralism it was sometimes 
argued, explicitly or implicitly, that the ultimate 
'explanation' of cultural structures was to be found in the 
properties of 'the human mind'. This argument, it was 
perhaps felt, shifted the problem of explanation to the 
realm 'of philosophr, which many anthropologists considered 
outsiqe their concern. It was not surprising, therefore, 
that $ceptics ofa more materialist persuasion would 
critiofze structuralist analysis for being an essentially 
idea11stormentalist undertaking. Even so, the analytical 
value, of the notion of structures (in the Levi-Straussian 
sense,'hasbeen increasingly recognized, even by anthro
pologists of a materia~ist stance (e.g. in the 'structural 
marx.i;sm' of Naurice Godelier (1973) and Jonathan Friedman 
(1974)1 to the extent that nowadays only the most ardent 
'vul¢ar materialists' feel they can do without it. This 
devefopment has not, however, done away with the problem 
of t~e locatiori of structures; the problem has only been 
push~d into the background, because other problems were. 
felt: by most to be of more immediate concern. 

.	 . 

~ptwhether or not we have been bothered by the location 
problelfl we should all welcome the pioneering work of two 
auth'prl;j, Charles Laughlin, an anthropologist, and Eugene 
d' Aqui!i, ~ psych~atrist, in which they lay the foundations 
of aneW structural approach, 'biogenetic structuralism'. 
In the introduction to the book they state: 

~ f	 ., 

Th~major onttllbgical-:assumption upon which biogenetic 
str~bturalism is founded is that there exists no reality 
intervening between the central nervous system and the 
environment. The corollary is that all other presumed 
levejOs of reality have analytic status only. Thus, 
when;philosophers speak of 'mind', psychologists speak 
of 'personality', American anthropologists speak of 
'culture', and sociologists and social anthropologists 
speak of 'society', they are referring to p~tterns 

abstracted from behavioral (or introspective) equivalents 
of internal brain processes. Behavior viewed from our 
perspective is the synthesis derived from the dialectic 
between the brain as thesis and environment as anti
thesis (ll} emphasis original). 

And faced with these two realities there is no doubt in 
their minds (sorry, brains) as to the location of 
structures: 

The strength of biogenetic structuralist theory ••• 
lies in its capacity to explain much of the cognitive 
and structural aspects of classical struct4ralism by 
lodging structures squarely in specific cerebral 
structures and functions (14-15). 

~':	 This article was written as a consideration of 
Biogenetic Structuralism by Charles D. Laughlin Jr. 
and Eugene G. d' Aquili. 1974, New York: Columbia 
University Press. All page references, unless otherwise 
stated, are to this work (eds)o 

" 
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And they go ong 

It furthermore combines' this strength with an evolutionary 
perspective that allows one to consider the evolution of 
cerebral structures in light of the sweep of hominid 
evolution arid the probable adaptive consequences of each 
major structure (15). 

The evolutionary perspective' is emphasized throughout the, 
book. Chapter 2 deals with the, transition from the pre~ 
hominid level to the level of Homo Sapiens in terms of the 
relation between brain size and intelligenoe, defined in the, 
evol~tiona~y sense as 'the capacity ofa species in relation to 
any other species to differentiate 'and integrate perceptual 
information into adaptive neural moctels of their environment' 
(20). Besides brain size, intelligence is also a matter of the 
neural organisation of the brain. Some have argued in favour 
of size, others of organisation as the important factor in the 
evolution of intelligence. The authOrs adopt a ' position', , 
between the two extremes,and as the focus is on adaptation, 
or adaptive behaviour, the long-term increase of intelligence 
is seen as ~ sy~t,emip causali~y potnprisi~g increasing brain 
size, neural reorganisatiori and behavioral changes. It is 
argued that the interaction between those factors at a certain 
stage resulted 1n the critical shift in the functioning of the ' 
brain. 'That is, the quantitative buildUp of neural complexity.' created by'the time ofaustralopithecines resulted in an 
1J.17~m,ate. q.uali~aE~V~1banae in... t.~e a,ssociati.ve capabilities
of·th~ hoJtiil11;4'b;~~pt L3S'!i!l1lp.h~Iil·U orig~nal).' " , , '" ,," ';'!'<"<'>': ,i':C:i , ':, "",', ',,' 

Havingthu$feachedhumanity, chapter 3 addresses the subject 
of 'cerebral adaptation and hominid evolution'. 'It does so ' 
at some length, descrlbing the different cerebral subsystems" 
their structure and ~unction, arid a short review cannot do 
justice to the complex and detailed, but very well present.. 
ed and eaailyreadable, expositiori. ,The same applies to 
ohapter 4 on O~ognitive extension of prehension', a 'notion 
which refers to the critical shift just mentioned and denotes, 
roughly, the ability to associate events and objects other 
than those completely preserttin the sensory field. Most of 
the content of these two chapters is likely to be novel to 
the average' .5'ocial anthropologist, but 1 shall only mention a 
couple of points that I find particularly intriguing. 

One point relates to the debate between localizationists 
and generalists. i.e. between those who hold that a specific 
area of the brain oorresponds to, or controls, a specific 
function and those who hold that the brain is t,o be r~garded 

as functionally one single organ. Both sides can bring 
experimental results as evidence for their position, and the 
authors once'again take 4 middle position~ n~vipg'listed epe 
cerebral su~sys~em~ in ~)ra,ther loq~li~a~~pnf$~ ~.pn~~ t~~y 
go' qp ~o qe$crib~ a (n..~~e.' #a$ci~ti.M~~loet,' o~ mqdel,bf 
~e ,brC\tn. ':1;'ha.t;.mqd.~lfigt'e~s''(_I!:Y 'Wel1i :~i1;b;; t,lle ,'8enii!~alht: 
POf;lt~t~n~ th~ a~lq~}iR9.~J1$tMt ~f"tfl@'ttPlPgt~t>ll.'-' 
(Holography iSalt1I1d of photographY in which'light from 
ev~q'iR~~t:l~,:ef, ~~~/;~ee~~I\~~~~~~Jr~~1J~~~~~n~e~rJ R()ip'~s',: 
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on the ,film'll forming an interference pattern instead ofa
 
picture. Holography is three-dimensional» and the whole'
 
interference patt,ern is recorde<;l. simultaneously on all parts
 
of the film so that a whole. scene may be :repr<;>duce<;!; from
 
just a fragment of the film.; Fur-thermqre9.a large nuln~er of
 
different scenes may be recorded qn.the sam,efUm :with, the
 
result that billions of bits of information may: be stored in
 
a single square inch of film). Applying the holographic analogy
 
to the brain 'would·explainthe enormous storag,e. and, .retriev~;L ,"
 
capacij,:y of our membry,cirGuitry'(80)., It.is 9 however9, only ,an
 
analogy'll and: instead' of beingcarrie,d awaypy the marvels of
 
technoilogy,the authors· offer th;e:,·follow;i.pg, sobe.:ring observation-g, .
 
'It is anf intereisting, fact'; in· the history of t1;1e neur01ogica,1. . 

" ~ ,: 

scienqes that'll at, every stage'll the bra,iIJ. has been likened, to"
 
the mQ§t complex technolbgy available at ,the time'J80),. ; , .
 
Previqus analogies include clocks'll switchboards'll and,com

puter:;;9 and by going'on to holographY 'we are continu;ing
 
a tim~-nonored9 but 1;imited9tradition'.
 

Anpthe,r interesting theme is. that of ,the adaptive, value 
of certain '·'behavioral' tra.its •. ,As with increasing brain 
size {t similar evolutionary systemic causCllity is proposed 
as a i:eplacement fo,r,'earliercause"7and-eff~qtth~o1?ies. The· 
'beha\l'iqra'l' traits in question' are bipedalism'll use of tools 
and u~eof language. ·To put' it briefly'll bngethe neural 
compleXity of·the 'brain had become suffi,pientto make such 

\; ;..-".. 
traits possible their 's,uperior a,d.ap,tTv~:va·hie·made individuals 
who p09sesse:d~them':fav9ured. 'OyseleGt,ion.Bqt',at· this point 
it seems that a certain ,.a:utOnlCl,tismtoQk. over the selectt<;>.n. 
for adaptive intelligence'll with the result that 'behavioral' 
models :emerged,:whQs,e adaptive value, was nil ;. ' ••• the 
process of. modeL bu:ild:i:pg ;and, .elaborationcontinues and 
resul tsinadapt'ivel!.y.:sup;erf1;uous, .bepav.ioral:patterns 9 many. 
of whiCl1 we' have ;learned' ooeall "cultu~e,,,i(97). Acase,in 
point is the trans:i!tionzfrom .'elementarY , t<;>'qomplex' 
structures (L~vh·StiI'auss·). This ,is ;nQt;t,0 b~,taken to, 
mean th~t the transition fr<;>m,nature ,to",cultut:'e. 'is shifted 
from th,eemergence of the:incest taboo tqthe'emergence of· 
Crow anql Omaha,systenis'r it ,onlY meansthat'maRY Qfth,e 
phenome~a;,which form thesubl@ct ma:tt,qr;iO'f· socia1~nthropology ,',j I 

are to pe regarded'9 from an adar-tatioFla;l point'of view~ ,as,," "'. 
pure luxury.' :c, ,,", '1" 

" ' . , 

In chapter 5 on 'neurognostic models' we are again reminded 
of the lQcation'axibmg ,'.'••. we contencLthat mod,els:;of;r:eality 
and the cha:nnel~ throughwhich;tpeY'ai!'ejudged' for "ftt tl_~~,' 
with the I world are all co;mprised .0;fr:~al:Jl~uroanatornicalc~: . ", ;.;. 

material» ,and. ,only ,such mate'rial '. (1,00';, ~ph?s'is' orig~;nai,f. , . 
Such mod~ls are'll furthepno~e» J;I!;hetft,t,~g,an#;,~til{1~:versaJ-9 Qut ' . 
to some extentspecies...,speqif$q .evitle;t110ef.or ,:,t;hi~; iprop09~tion: 
is deduced frem:.the existenGe<of.archEltypes.(Jung) 9sooial ' . 
organisation: .basedPnbinary pppps:itio.n (J:;.evi-$,l:;rau13:s), anq' 
deep structure's· ;'of 1,anguage'(Ch0Ill;sky).· Ap,dit ional· e;Y:ide.;nce 
is derived' fI1orn·the; fields.Q:f 'ethology: andl~arnil1g theory. 
Since cognition is ,r.egarded as man 's pr'ima;ryp,daptiv~mechanism9 
a main function-of,t:le.urognostic mOdels is to satisfy the 
'cognitive imperative' 9 Le. 'man/a- ·-universal, compulsion to 
order chaotic stimuli into meaningful pattellls'(114). 
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Fear of the unkno~vn is seen as a reaction to the frustration 
of this imperative, and 'thus "powers", spirits~ gods, etc., 
Gome into being, partly at least, ,to satisfy the cognitive 
imperative by supplying first causes to strips of observed 
1;'eaiity' (117). 

" 
Chapter 6 on 'evolution and empiricism' is in my view one 

of the least interesting., The authors contepdthat theorizing, 
Or 'sciencing', is a universal human proclivity based on, ' 
inherited neurognostic models, and that it is done in th~ 
same fashion all overthel-10rld,namely by an 'inductive
deductive alternation', because, man is ',genetically pre
determined to do so' (142). It appears 9 however, that some 
(anthropologists)' tend to violate this genetic predisposition 
by being pure. inductivists (iAvi-Strauss,Elman Service) or 
pure dedu~tivists (Radcliffe-Bro1VTI9 Boas). Tneyare 
criticized accordinglY9 and the L~v1~Strauss-Homans& 
Schneider-Needham-and~so-oncontroversy is depicted as one 
of induction versus deduction. 

Chapter 79 allegedly on 'structuralism and language acquisi
tion', contains a number of scattered observations wl).ich were 
~ot accommodated in the prev10uschapters. The biogenetic 
View of the nature of structures is stressedg structures are , 
not ,ideal constructs, they are 'as ,"real" as the left ventricle 
or cornea. In short, they are the neu!:,ognostic models dis- ' 
cussed at length earlier in this book'(153). L~vi-Strauss is 
taken to task for not subscribing to evolutionary biological 
e~planationsg 'he might have seen that prehominid group members 
wnose brain circuitry allowed for, or compelled, a tendency 
tQward organized intergroup exchange gave their groups survival 
acl,vantage over groups not developing such circuitry' (151), 
but instead he resorts to 'metaphysics' in, his atteIJlpt to account 
for structures., As for language acquisition, similarHy,the 
problem ceases to exist once we are prepared to go beyond the 
level of the linguistic fact to the level of brain circuitry~ 

the authors fully agree with Lenneberg's propositions in his 
Biological Foundations of Language. The chapter ends by urging 
a~thropologists to study sleep as a, universal biological ' 
phenomenon. , 

As will be evident by now, biogenetic s.tructuralism is 
geared to the study of human universals to the almost total 
exclusion of cultural particulars. Or, to be more precise, 
cultural particulars can be taken into account only as mani
festations of underlying universals. This is a consequence of 
the heavy emphasis on the view that all structures are inherit
ed and exist only as rea1 9 material, neuroanatomical configurations 
in the brain. It is thus with growing apprehension that one 
turns to the two final chapters of the book, chapter 8 on ' 
'psychopathology and evolutionary structuralism' and chapter 9 
on 'implications for social science'. Under 'psychopathology' 
v7e find considerations of 'schizophrenia' 9 'depression', 
'alcoholism', 'phobia', and 'obsessive~compulsive traits'. 
Among those, 'schizophrenia v is most elaborate+y dealt with 
and I shall, accordingly, restrict myself to that case. 
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Observing that a multitude of symptoms may be taken to indicate 
schizopnrenia the authors list four major 'cardinal signs' of 
the illness (briefly» blurring of subject-object differentiation» 
difficulty with abstraction» looseness of associations» and 
disorder of affect control)>> and they note that 'all schizophrenic 
patients manifest almost all these symptoms if they are assiduously 
searched out' (171). They then go on to relate each of those 
symptoms to specific cerebral subsystems which were described 
earlier. They observe that even though damage to one or more of 
these subsyst~s» or areas» may produce any single symptom of 
schizophrenia» all necessary symptoms are produced only by 
schizophrenia. On this basis» and in accordance with their 
middle position between localizationists and generalists» they 
concluqe that schizophrenia represents ' a partial deficit of 
all th~ cerebral adaptive mechanisms described earlier' (173; 
emphasis original). They then examine the evidence that exists 
in support of the hypothesis that the symptoms of schizophrenia 
are genetically determined and review the theories about how 
those symptoms are genetically transmitted. On that basis they 
construct a model which I) takes account of the great variation 
in the relative proportions in which the different symptoms of 
schizophrenia are found and 2) at the same time supports the 
view tiha,t schizophrenia is to be regarded» nevertheless» as one 
isolaQlecerebral condition of malfunctioning of various 
cereb~al s!;bsystems» and 3) emphasizes the genetic interrelation
ship of'those multiple cere~ral subsystems. The argument is pre
sented with admirable logic and clarity» a model case of ' 
'induc~ive-deductive alternation'» and the model has implications» 
as theg~thors point out» that reach far beyond schizophrenia 
as such. The ultimate implication is that 'we can cease speak
ing of m~ltiple adaptive mechanisms and refer to the entire 
human neocortex as the basis for man's primary and unique 
adaptation to his physical environment' (181). This may well 
have been a layman's starting assumption» but Laughlin & 
d' Aquili have presented the evidence and the reasoning for 
why that' should be. 

Let me preface my comments on the authors' trea~ment of 
schizopl)renia by emphasizing that I have nothing but admiration 
for the 'way they state the~r case; I am prepared to accept 
that ev~ry bit is scientifically true. But just as the wave 
theory ~nd the particle theory of light are» scientifically 
speaking» equally true» there exists likewise a complementary 
view of schizophrenia which to my mind carries equal conviction» 
and which I find just as relevant from an anthropological point 
of view. I am referring» of course» to the 'double bind' 
theory of Gregory Bateson and associates (Bateson 1972) which 
is completely ignored ~.y Laughlin & d' Aquili. Suffice it 
here to r:(ote that the 'double bind' theory does exist. As to 
my own reservations about the biogenetic approach to schizo
phrenia» I take as the point of departure the four 'cardinal 
symptoms' allegedly found in all patients. They made me feel 
a little uneasy» as I could well imagine that any psychiatrist 
of sufficient assiduousness would be able to elicit them all 
in any person (including myself) who is» for instance» 
temporarily placed in a 'double bind' situation. The uneasiness 
is not due to a concern for my own sanity but to the fact that 
already (m1despecially) at the stage of the diagnosis 'illness' 
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is a question of definition. There are considera.ble variations 
in respect to which patients would be diagnosed as 'schizophrenic' 
in» say» Britain» USA» and Denmark; - let alone perhaps the USSR - . 
but even if w~ restrict ourselves to 'American schizQphrenia'» 
defin~d by the manifestation of the four cardinal symptoms mentioned» 
the principle still stands»namely the anthropological principle . 
that diagnosis of schizophrenia is a matter of cultural classifi
cation. My initial m'isgivings, are precisely due to the e·ase 
with which cultural classifica.tion may be represented as scienti... 
fic trJthg if the cardinal symptoms of schizophrenia can be 
scientifically proved to rest on cerebral mqlfunctioning» the 
implications for therapy could well be some kind of 'cerebral 
engineering'~ the consequences of which are far from pleasing 
to contemplate. 

. . . 

Be that as ·it may» the principal issue is that of scientific 
truth versus cultural classifica~ion. In social anthropology we 
must take account of both sides. The work of Laughlin & 
d' Aquili is invaluable in that it presents us» for the first 
.time~ with a coherent theoretical exposition of the biological 
foundations of structures. But if we have to do the biology~ 

we must also do the 'semantics of biology' (Hastrup 1977). 
If we concede that 'schizophrenia' can be scientifically 
defined as a specific biological condition» and even if we are 
prepared to accept that that· condition can be diagnosed in a 
completely objective way» we are still faced· with the 
anthropologically relevant fact that a person who is» clinical+y 
speaking» quite insane may still function as normal» if somewha~ 

eccentric» in the community. However» as Mary Douglas .(1970g 
118) has pointed out» once the person is admitted to.a mental 
hospital» the tolerance of the community is withdrawn and the 
perSOll is classified as abnormal. This classification is 
likely to persist after the person has left hospital having . 
become» clinically speaking» 'better'» even 'cured'. (Another 
point is that the effectiveness of the cure may well wear off 
if the cured person find$ himself in another kind of 'doubl.e 
bind' situation in that he receives the message that 'you are 
a normal person' simultaneously with the metamessage that 'we 
treat you as a normal person though we know perfectly well 
that you are mad because you have been to hospital'). 

In the final short chapter of the book» 'implications for 
social scien~e'» the authors» not surprisingly» undertake 
the demolition of 'culturology' and end up by envisaging the 

<.	 emergence of an all-embracing nomothetic science of man» which 
may be called anthropology» sociology» or whatever (205). One 
would have thought that 'biology' might have been listed as a 
candidate as well» but» paradoxically» I believe that precisely,. 
thanks to the pioneering effort of Laughlin & d' Aquili we 
may find also biological reasons for the necessity of incor
porating and at the same time going beyond biology. Granted 
that humans allover the world theorize in much the same way» 
the salient point is that the similarity depends on whether 
they theorize about the same kind of phenomena with the same 
kind of purpose (cf. Crick 19/6g 157-58). (And I believe 
that we can safely say that the 'schizophrenias' of bio
genetic theory and of 'double bind' theory do not refer to 
the same kind of phenomenon). Tharu{s to the revolution that 
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occurred as a consequence of the biologically based capacity for 
cognitive extension of prehension..man may be viewed as a self-defining 
and reality-generating species (Crick 1976). So if there exists no 
reality intervening between the brain and the environment, we might as 
well generate one, or rather, we should envisage one total reality 
which comprises the brain and the environment, as well as the synthesis 

produced by the di~lecticalrelationshipbetween the two. L~vi-Strauss, 
in a~guing against a view of the brain and the environment as mutually 

irredltcible entities, has put it th:isway: ' ••• any attempt to set up the 
mind and the world as separate entities would bring us back to meta
physi9so . The world outside, that is ecology, can only be apprehended 
through sensory perception and through the processing of sensory data 
which,takes place in the brain. All these phenomena must share some
thing in common which might explain their collusion' (1974:20). This 
state~ent I take as being not a refutation of biogenetic theory, but a 
way of incorporating it and at the same time transcending it in its 
prese~tshape. 'This brief book', Laughlin &d'Aquili say, 'is not 
meant: a$ the last word. We hope it will only be the first' (16). I 
sincerely share their hopes. 

Jan Ovesen 
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SYMBOLIC INCEST AND SOCIAL INTERCOURSE: KULA Alm COl'aliItJ1'if1:I'Y.. IN. IaRIWIN4 
>." "' • ! ., 

t·-!. ,'J.'.' ... 
For Malinowski, kula exchange was an institution 'paramount in, the 

tribal life of all~h!'lPElople th~t participate:j,.rJ. it'. (Malinqwski 1968: 
409) 0 Mauss (1976):~~hQEiqt4,:i,s,.. :.treating the:K~+~,Ri,i't§;.M~:tb.e organising 
focus of MelanesiGU): ;Life. :Sucll @. pei'speQtive b~caqle dominant but 
involved a fetish~~§.~ion oi'. the KUl~~~ng ¥,hich'ettebtiveiyprevented 
its study as an iiitegralpart.'of.pari;~9~1?r,sodar.sYs~em~.i, 

With the excep~ion,of,Ube:r~r'!3';PcilitJ,:cs of the KUlcLRinp; (1962), 
anthropologists,haveconceI:'neci thern$elv13s'in9:r~•.. i:ecEmtly witll;the societies 
through which the, kl1J.Q. vaY6¥ 'a .....• (valJ:i?blyS), pas;S~ , .Unr6j;.~1ili~~ely, they 
tend either todissolve.,~hifc~:r:~ino!!-y,int9cqnst~~u~~ts ,~~si~y: studied. 
as part of a particular social system or to passover~ulaa$ irrelevant. 
Brunton (1975) concentrates of kula exchange in the Northern Trobriands or, 
more part icul'a,rly , ,the. Kiriwinao.District ,on' the: assumption' that this· 
regi<)n 'solDehow"plugged in·" : tbthe Kula. Ring ::rather 'late:! ; .(BrWlton . 
1975:553)0', Atj'tne same time,' in treating,',the,vaygw',a as'seRt-,ce 
resources' ,fihe J fails,to.seebeyo:t1d. their,economic"sd.gnificance'o" ,Weiner 
arid. PoW'elldi'smis'skula' as an' inter-island phenomenon with lilointra- , 
diS:tI'ict,'irn;port. . Weiner claims' that:: her concern 'with:, the, ,~internal ' 
exchange ;structuI:'e;~ (Weiner 1976 :?4} '0£', Kiriwina preclucies the,,' 
necessity of integJ?~ting kula transactions imto"her ,analysis. Powell<: 
sees 5kulamerelyas'a'means ·of emphasising 'the disjunction both political 
and economic between"th~'various major~,districts'., (1965:98)and:of' 
maintainmg:' , social interc6urse,between: adjacent ar.ees', . (ibid) ~ , ',. 

- ,,' Y'et kula: cannot be:' reduced: to';~ither anexc'}:lange of pommodit:ies 
or a meariso! communicating.l;Jetween so,ciet.ies;,. ,Th'e ceremonypene,trab:ls 
deeply into social lif,ef·Chil4ren,: are named a£teJ!'.r vaygu' a {cf':.. ' :, " 
Maliilowski 1922'=504); kulcx'and funeral"ceremonies.a1"ecloselY,i'lJ.inked •. 
(cf. ibid 489-493, 513-514); interaction with spi:dtsis ,mediated by 
kula gifts (-cfoihid' 512::;'513:)and·~'f.l,swill be shoWn', : vaygu' a:.' distribution 
is a function-"o,f •. 'political alliances. ,,' ", .,' '., , 

Thise'ssaY,brings Malirtbw,ski' s·'genera:list" ,approach intoabcord 
with thecsrefulJfieldworkdone' in Kiriwina District, by powell.·and 
others 0': I; A. TabaJ.uan ritual' called, ,youla,wada (,e~press~s.s:u·ch ,~ synthesis. 
It is a rit1.1al in which a Ki:dwinan commitrs sYrnbolicincest with his, 
clan~sister on' Kita'ir8.Inthis way his matrilinea-ge!,isable to use the 
inter-island kula mechanism laS a: means of 'consolidating authority 
and guaranteeing the perpetuity of its rUleovei~.'i·ts'community. 

The sodal system ofKir;iwina:District'invohtes"~:distinction. ',' 
eetwe'en, biological andso'cial:,paternity;, :,The: husband, of, a 'child's.' . 
ni6the:b'is' not recogfiizedas'_the cf'at'l:J.er of,tho.t:ehild o ·Inst'3F,td,±he 
child is said' to be, the product of., ~ spi.--r;iJual intercbursebetweenthe 
mother ,and a member' of',her matrilin'eag~'(Malinowski1932:>GhoV11;:Wilson 
1969}.;· The>bi610gicalfathet-' i's: marelya. member, of another matrilineage 
who has contrilchd' through, mhrriage",to' raise :his wife'6, kin's' child, ", 
in returil.:,.foti7airiluaJ. pay'inents: of urigu.buor tribute. " 

The attempt ,to" "ehi'ft' paternity. from the 'biologieal fa't-he!' to. the 
mother's: brother, necessitates an' elaborate divi'sionbeb/een the' natural 
and ,.sodal' aspects oi"a person'.' The contin'uity of Kiriwinanmat
rilinealityi depends Oh:1.) tnerecognition. that jural ri.ghts and status 
devolve' ·fronr the mother'erbrqther' and not thefather~and 2). a care.ful 
distinctton'between women' who are"matria.ge.able and i those Qf "the mother.' s 
sub-clan who 'are. suvasova or ±aboo (Leach',1-969·jPowell-1:9-99a).: -A); 

,viol~tion, of "either;; tenet" wo,uld result:, in: :a'difect ,chall.eIiget:o' the' ' 
hegemony of matrilineali,ty, imd.;,~ania.jbr.confusion!O'fproperty righ:~,s!, ,; 
chieftain succession, and the l;ike.;!n', essence,.' t:p.e ,sub.;".clans which "', 
own certain villages would find themselves displaced by the sub-clans, . 
of their women's husbpnds~ 1 , ;, ' ' :j , ' " "• 

r " 
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Trobriand cosmology defines people in' terms of 'totemic
 
nature' : '
 

H~mqpity is divided into' four clans (ktuniia)<
 
Totem~cnature is conceived' to'be ,as deeplY'
 
irtg~&:iri$d'ih,t~e .sUbstance, of theindividunl"', "
 
as s(tx~boiOlir,andstature~,Itcan riever be'
 
c~allged;:~dit transc~nds'the'inqividuCiilife,
 
for'His carried, ov~r1nto the next world, and
 
'bro1.lghtback unchahged into this,worldwllellthe'
 

,; '~pir~t returIls bi reincarna~iop~'Thisfout:~f6id
 
divisinh if3'thought to be universal (Ma1:LnoW'ski

yh2:416)~" ,'; . . I; '. .,' .' '
 

, __ . ~, .. .- ( ,.I' . . t. ' ; , -'.
 

Social standingrand related jural powers are a functioIl'of.spiritua1
 
consangufuity with.thematric1an.Land, p0wer andri~Ualstatus cap.
 
only be' ,shared or inheritedby<membersof one} s ownmatriclan.
 

Sexualint'erc:q.urse, child-rearing; and other acts 'which focus on, "
 
the physical rather than the social body are taboo,ed for'members of the
 
same clan group :and, are;relegatedto ,the domain;of iriter..:.cltl.m activity.
 
'Neither the begetting nor the;bearirtg of. children is pro't;Qf the
 
Kiriwinan marriage contract} (Powell,196l9a:201) ~,The,on1y role":
 
the! husband is seen,.to have \ in: re1atiqn to his wife's child is that " ",
 
of training and cleaning its body until it: is old 'enough ,to achieve
 
full status aSal1'aduilt memb~rof its mother's brother's matril.ineage ..
 

Suvasova, the ,"supreme taboo' (Malinowski 1932: ,4,16-451)" prevents
 
the collapse of the distinction between 'a person',s social and, bio,... ;
 
logical charD.cter~",The act of incest; ,by asserting the dominance 'of,
 
the'biological,' profoundly threatens an order founded on the subord

ina1;ionof sex to politics. '
 

Trobriahd norll)s link incest with death. ',' In, 'The lncest Myth'
 
(ibid: 456.:.474)' the brother and sister die !as 'soon' as,' theycQpu1ate
 
on their sub-clan:'·sland:, (MaTinowski 1932::465);~ ,lJ;Ihe proper response
 
of a ,couple whendiscovered in incest is, immediate suicide' (Malinowski.'
 

. 1926: ,77.,..78; ,1932,:432,4:?5). ,TothEfchild ,of an incestuous couple 
his f'ather and his mbth~r'sbto,ther wou1d'be'the ,same person .. " 
I,ricestUo:s""t conception thus symbolically transfers the, right to inherit 
name and status from. the matriline to the" patriline. The .act. . '., 
of incest is an eminently politicaL act .. ,'To counter, it", tradition 
equates incest, with,. de.ath' rather :than with, anew bii'ctlp ',' IJ;Ihe 
Tabu1a'sub';'c1an~' which,r,u1es'Om/3.rakanfL and' several other: Trobriand 
district capitals, understancl.sitspoliticalpower to be the result of, 
mythical' sibling incest.. •Suvasovapreventsa new Cl.scendencyo, 

,The 'separatioh of what Powell 'ca11s'ontogenetic'(bio10gica1) 
g1nd 'phylogenetic', (social) kinship, relations is the m06tsigl1ific~nt, 
gesture in Trobriand culb.\re, and Trobri'andisocial· practice,' is 
generated from the gap between the two po1efLo,fthe indiviciua1.' slife .. ' 
Leach (1958) maintains.' that ayo'ung imin, 'in tno ving' at marriage out of 
his, father's vil1agennd. into that· of his mother' 6, brother.; extends 
his primaryexperiertces of family into another· context. " This theory, , 
hew.ever, does nottake;into'account the complete' discont~nuii:Y the; :,' '. 
Kiriwinan' feels bet'we,enthe, 'father's family ,and the mother's brother's, 
sub';'i::lan groupo Initiation, into, thematric:lan, is .characterized not:,." 
so much bY'a phYsiba1~movertleht"from, one village! to'another as by tm 
experience of the radical disjunction of the, self inite relation to the 
biological family and t.o the' so.cialfamily (Powell 1969a)., The.'" 
Tro'oriander does not,: as Leach suggests~ ,live between; two villages 
withfu the, sarile world; ii:seems much more" appropriate. to say, that he 
lives in two wor1ds-... often within the same rlilageo . 
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Thus the life	 of a Trobriander runs under a two
fo~d ;in!J,..ut:')nce, "':";"". a, duality which must not be ,imagined 

.as 'a "meresurfac'e play Ofcustom'~'!:t'enters de,epJ.:i .... ' , '. '. i , 

'into the experien~ce of every individual, it prqduces .' 
strange complications of usage, it creates frequent 
t~~sions and difficulties, and not seldom gives rise 
to violent breaks in the continuity of tribal lifeo 
(Malinowski 1932: 6). '.' . ,. 

',iAinxiety: about· the nature/culture divisionis most prohoUhded' 
at;thbse,int~rsticesihwhibh th~ 'tw0s'oherest'hreaten to merge;. The 
overdetermined character'o:f',·· this' oppo·s1.t iorfis most prono't.mced wheria ." \. 
person has died and hi:SGpirit has a'bandoned h'J.!s body to the prose'ss' of 
'decO'inpdsition~·<MortuarY 'oeremonies, 'asWein'er i( 1976:) has demohstrated:', 
resta:pilil?:Bthebalance 'ofpowe;rand'status>by providing for ane1abdrett,e 
public reassessmel1t of, ',the'<strehgths.and'parameters of¢ach Irtanandi " 
woman's network of relationships' (ibid: 8)0 

Wh:L1echild,rerl'mainta1:il :no' 'jui-alties with their'father,theyiowe 
'him a debt forilursing,them ,through: that per:t6d of their.i lives' ·J!!'l'which: 
theJirbiological selVe shad 'not ye~t'giiv:eil way tothe-irsocial ,personae.,' 
The' dkbtispcddbff,in a;ir:"epulsivo'"though'syffibolically;efficaoious," " 
W8y ... "Th~' deadman l:s'sons di'gu:p'hisb(jd~after:a'few day's o'r'interment 
and:, rip the:bones out of ,the, putridf1esho"Wi1:~hthese bones: they make': 
utens'ils 'arid 'ornatneirt'sfor themse'lves and. ,the'ir si~ter8touse'iil: eating: 
and; courting",>Whiledividing nesh:·from' bOne' thes0ilis 'SUCk soine' bfthe 
decaying matter'· {Malinowski 1932: 133} from the bones' and swall'ow it.',' 

.' This act ofcannibalisnl, . and' the sUbsequent' einplb~':Ji"erit'6f therenmants • 
.. ,foreatiilg'and cO'Urting' are ,'announce-das, 6ompe'risat:i:dri fbrithEi father's 

earlier,'serVace's: 'It 1'8 right'that a child should'sllckthefather's 
:"U:lna~' }I'f(:>ll';'-:t:he 'father has' held out hishahd'to ,its6'xcrefueiltand' . 

allowed it. to make wateI1 on his knee"(1.bid) ~ In ,the ceremony;'th~ 
children, who have been cleansed and purged of th~ir 'physical' 
selvesthrough,theagerrcy of their biological father, return: the 
service 'by disposirfg of the abandonedmat'ter ,! left, behind 'by' his released 

I:	 spirit,. In the 1'lr6cess they 'irJarkthe' difference"between their jural 
statU13 an'd'that'of:theirfather, for by eating his flesh·an.dusin-g his,: 

.• btj:r;J.es; they" are demonstrating that their relationship wIth him is :p-urel;y:': 
ou,the, biological,: ncm.;.jural,plane'o The sons'eating of the flesh/ of:,' 
their father is the strongest possible 'statement of the jural divisioh ' ; 
between ,their clan Imd' that 'of 'the father. 'It· isappropri:ate that" they 

',should: 'eat of '" the father' s body while their: sisters merely: 'eatf:r6m" 
,it ~ since they stand to gain; the most· from renounc'ing. ma;triline,n 

.. transmission.', and' claiming. ju))'aJ. descent from ,their 'father ",2:: " , 
"The; matrilineal kin of the,' dead man relegate all duties 'Of, burial 

and mourning to the wife and"children, and pay them a great:de81' in the 
w~y of valuables and food for their services (ibid:136). Both the . 

. ,mor'tutar;1. and theuri'gubu 'paym~nts' are'rewards for ackriowledging·' that 
the 6nly relatiortbetween father' and· children is non-socialfurigubu:, . 
pays the' father" for, tre$,tinghi'§ children as physical (hence, Iibn-kin), .; , 

J.	 .beings-, 'while mortuary p'aytnente;compelisate" for.lthe'wife;';§' arid children i 6: 
renunciation, of,:any right to inheritfrom"the' fath~r,ls ~8tate.;-:: 

,: While the sons are beingJii),id''to eat 'and'bury ',th~deadrhan., hi's 
matrilineal" kin 'keep aaiar from' the body aSpOssible'~" They' must Javoid 
bWEJ,ulo'" 'afbrmof material 'exhalation, ipsuihg from the'corpse'e-nd,,· 
polluting thel3.ir 60 0 innocuous to strangers., but dangerous to' kinsrDEm"• 0 

(ibid:128'),~": To' inhalebwaulo·· or to touch the corpseofatilatriiineat , . 
'kinspersonis td' involve oneself· with,the, cor1'lOrecUretnairis ::of ,8, 'spiliitual 
relatibrtshiPo"'Likesleeping with one's own sister CJr"eating'tme's own:'-; 
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excrement3, bringing oneself into any imm~diate contact with the corpse 
'of a kins.verson is to subjedtone' s own identity to the destrl'i.ctive 
ascendency of the biologica:l. 

~ , . 

The oareful coding of kinship relationsh:ips.effected through taboos 
and reciprocal payments would undouptedly work. quite well in maintaining 
the dominance ofmatrilinealityoverIEtrilineality. if everyone married 
and.resideg according to :tl:le codeo.lf' such were the case, all males on 
marriage would move into thdr:·matrilineage's village. There would be. no 
conte:rtion over the role, of chief. since its 'rCUlk is fully shared by all 
membef~ or a ~uyau (ruling) sub-clan' (Po.wel11960: 129)4. 

However, a strict adherence to matrilineal, patrilateral, avunculocal 
norms would, as Powell (1969b) suggests, lead to, the eventual collapse of 
exogamy and the development of isol~ted endogamous, groups incapable of 
'the disper£lal of the. tot,alpopulation to optimal advantage in relation 
to;resources' (ibid: 595). This is avoided. Despite the ideal of pre
scriptive' patrilateral exchpnge,' there exists in practice a preferential 
system, (cf.,.Needham 19~:2 : 111-118; MaYbury-Lewis 1965: 215ff) which 
condones ~rriage with all but the women of one's own sub-clpn.The conse
quent wide range of real and potential marriages binds the multiple sub"". 
clan group~ of Kiriwina into a closely-intertwined network of affines, and 
hence allo~s inter-group ,participation in communal labour, warfare, and the 
like. The; 'openness' of the preferential rule makes fora proliferation of 
sub-clans powever,. and with that proliferation comes a substantial increase 
in the numl:>er of fields or possible inter-group status rivalry•. 

This rivalry centres on the inheritance of chieftainship, and .is 
partic\lla:rly vehement between the traditional ruling sup.,..clah, the Tabalu, 
and Qther',sub-clans which, though subordinate to the Tabalu,· are sufficiently 
rich ~ndpowerful to own, and control villages within the Kiriwina District. 
The tl'~taaitional mod.e of linking villages· and sub-clans - chieftain polygamy 
means fbat a Tabalu chief raises the heirs of·.a rival matrilineage. The 
struggte ·between sons and heirs· over the power and land of a chief, which 
is·aggrave,ted by the fact that sixty percent of Kiriwinan married men live 
outside· their sub-elan's village (and hence in the villages of their fathers 
Powell 1969a:, 183), is a,serious threat to, both, the dominance of the Tabalu 
sub-clan and the system of matrilineality itself. A successful bid by a son 
tousurp·the il'lheritance of a nephew would mean that the continuity of 
matrilineal transmission 9f land and rank would be broken. 

If there were not a means of maintaining thesub~clan rivalries within 
the param~tersof the matrilineal kinship system, Kiriwinaand the other 
Trobriand,distric~s would have discardeg Tabalu superordination long ago. 
Yet, there is nothing within the in.tra~district system which can explain the 
power of the matrilineal mode of 1:;ransmissionto pass authority from one. '. 
Tabalumatriclan person to another. The suvasova taboo, based as it is on 
a strict patrilateral marriage rule, could not prevent usurpation b;Yfor
bidding kinswomen to the usurpers because of the large number of women 
available from other sub-clans. Further, the divorces which break all •.. 
affinal ties between two feuding groups (Malinowski 1932 : 10-13) would 
destroy the grounds of anych~ges of incest levied towards the ·successful 
rebels; there would be no marital ties left between thetwo.groups to 
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complicate matters. Urigubu and mortuary obligations would go the same 
way as the oppositions on which they are based. The group taking power 
would discard them along with allo~her markers of the old relationship 
between itself and the Tabalu.: The complexity of intra-district rela
tionshas made the direct application of social norms to the, pragmatics 
of social life problematic if not , impossible. The power of the Tabalu 
aristocracy, which depends'oz:1the maintenance ()f those norms for its 
continuity, becomes equally problematic when viewed from within the 
social order.' " , , , 

**************~********** 

The patrilateral asymmetry of the Trobriand marriage, 'prescription' 
is merely an ideal which is in fact undermined in social interaction by 
the number of, available alliances with dif;ferent sub-«lan, ,groups. The 
fact that Kiriwinan structures of inter-clan relation!3hips are modelled 
on that ideal f~rces us to look beyond the limits of those relation
ships for an'institution powerful enough to enforce the modeL The 
north-west branch of the kula exchange, whichliUks Kiriwina with Kitava 
to the east and with a number of villages and:Lslandsto the south and 
south-west, provides Omarakana and its vassal Kiriwinan villages with a 
pattern of the proper relation of kinship alliances and political
authority." , , 

The position of Omarakana in the kula system enables its ruling sub

clan to use kula exchange as both metaphor and means for the distribution
 
of authority, and the gathering of allegiance., ,The' grqup, which controls
 
the kula exchange between Kiriwina and Kitava is provided with a multitude
 
of soulava (necklace)-giving partners within the, district and a single
 
sourCe of""mwali (armshells) to the east. The chieftain, of the Tabalu
 
sub-clan and his maternal kin, as toli (collectiveowners'~~Malinowski
 
1922 : 117ff) of the only uvalaku ~es in their di~trict,thus hoid ' ,
 
control over the collection and distribution of,vaYgu'a in the district
 
they rule.
 

The chief of the Kiriwina district (henceforth referred to as 
To'uluwa, who was.reigningchieftain during the period of Malinowski's 
fieldwork) and a selected crew, consisting largely and probably exclusively5 
of matrilineal kinsmen (ibid: 119-120), sail to Kitava where they collect 
mwali from their kula partners. On return, the chief reciprocates for 
gifts of soulava by distributing his share of the mwali to 'headmen from 
all the dependent villages' (ibid: 472) and to commoners from both those 
villages and hisiown. 6 In each instance, 'gifts are brought to the man 
of superior by the man of inferior rank, and the latter has also to initiate 
the exchange' (ibid: 473). The chief's son gives soulava to his father and 
receives a pair of armshells in return; a chief of a subordinate village 
offers a magnificent necklace and suggests tauntingly that To'uluwa has not 
the wealth to return a mwali of equal value (ibid);' and an elder wife whom 
the chief has inherited from a brother is given a set of mwali gratis. It 
is, evident that the ceremonial exchMge, acknowledges, a particular relation
ship existing between the parties. 

Recognition that the 'armshells are conceived as a female principle 
and the necklaces as the male' (ibid: 356) and that 'when two of the 
opposite valuables meet in the kula and are exchanged it is said that these 
two haye,married' (ibid) illuminates the nature of the symbolic interaction. 
By offering to marry their maleneSEi to the female principle of the chief and 
the sub-clan he represents, the rival chief and the physiological, though 
not jural, son are entering into a relationship with the chief and his 
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matrilineage which not only cuts them' off from the possibility of 
inheritance, but also places them in a servile relationship to him and 
to his matriclan o The debts arising from this rather undesirable wed
ding are paid in the performance of the o'bligations owed to the chief's 
sub-clan by its vassals; they are expectedt'o provide the Tabalu sUb
clan with food, labour, and military support in return for: 

the tributes and services given to a chief by his vassals, 
the small but frequent gifts he gives them, and the big 

and important contribution which he makes to all tribal '. 
enterprises (ibid : 193)~ 

The marital nature of the kula transaction is reinforced by the fact 
that the chief 'rieverreceives a gift with his own hands' (ibid : 474). 
The soulava given by the vassal is the quintessential expression of the 
degrading'role played by the husband in his relations with his wife's 
kin, and consequently must not'be allowed to pollute the distribution 
of spiritual authority. 

The chief's role as 'distributor of mwali effects an intriguing 
reversal, arming him against a particular threat from rival sub-clanso 
Since the chieftain enters into formal political relations with his 
vassal sub-clans by engaging in polygamous marriages with their women, 
he is placed in a subordinate relation to those groups by his role and 
obligations a~ a sister's husband o However, his political function as 
distributor of mwali minimizes the inferior status inherent in the role 
as child-rearer by'transforming him into the symbolic wife's brother of 
all those who receive armshells ,from him. There would seem to be some 
truth then in L~vi-Strauss' assertion that: 

in the Trobriand Islands who receives a wife from000 

each of the sub-clans, is regarded as a sort of 'universal 
brother-in-law' (L~vi-Strauss 1969 : 44). 

He is, however,right for the wrong reasonoThe continuation of his 
statement effects a confusion of domains which, in its subversiveness, 
would horrify the Trobriander: 

Political allegiance and the presentation of tribute are 
no more than just a particular case of that special rela
tionship which in this part of the world places the wife's 
brother under obligation to his sister's husband (ibid). 

The wife's brother is, of course, under obligation to his sister's 
husband because the latter has 'held his hand out to (the sister's child's) 
excrement and allowed it'to make water onto his Yillee'. The role of chief 
is a highly revered and spiritual one which is diametrically opposed to 
the degrading role for which urigubu payments are rendered. The chief is 
the'universal brother-in-law' through his political function as distributor 
of mwali, which transforms him from a dabbler in child's excrement - the 
sister's husband - into a guardian of spiritual concord - the mother's 
brother. 

The duality of the chief's role as both the individual who is husband 
to his wives and the leader who is brother-in-law to his vassals is obvious 
in his relations with his sons. His sons become his maternal nephews as 
regards his political functions, of which kula leadership is the quintess~ 

ence. They are thus allowed to accompany him on trips to Kitava until they 
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come of age themselves to enter into kula partnerships~' Then, whereas 
all but the chief's sons receive theirfirstsoulava from their mother's 
brother, the chief's son is given ,his by his father. 'Instead of using 
the mwali'that he receives for his soulava from a newpartrter as a means 
of establishing'another relationship' with a. southern partner, as would' 
a commoner's son, thechief' s songives his mwaliback to )lisfather 
in return for a second soulava. Only'then' can he trade the Soulava' 
for a mwali with-which .to engage a sou;thern partner (ibid:.'?'79-2~O). 
The first soulava is giYEln by the father in llispolit;i.ca,l rple,as 
mother's brother., Yet when the son:r:eturns t:he,mwalihe is not 
returning it to the 'g~ne' person, since to give a female to one's 
own maternal uncle would be to suggest incest~' Instead the son is 
giving his physiological fathElr a 'wi:fe' in ord~l',toestablishthe 
social difference between the two as ,members'of;different Glail groups. 

The dual position of the chief' SBon as both son and maternal 
nephew is paralleled by the wife's roles as, both wife and sister's 
husbaI;ld.We noticed earlier that the chief acknowledged his pdlitical 
debt to his eldest ,wife by' giving hera pair of armshellswithout first 
having received·s01,11ava. 'This dllal incongruity, the granting of. mwali , 
to a woman and the giving ofa vaYgu'a without reciprocation, c:an only 
be understood in light of theJanus,":,likepoE!i~ionof the wife in her 
familial andpolitice.l'rolesj, As ordinary wife , she links the chief 
to her matrilineage as a b.usband and a rearer of children. However, 
the chief's:role'as distrib1,1ter of mwali radically alters her'persona,; 
Since the chief is mother's. brother to her clansmen, she, as a persOn 
who affinally links the chief's sub-clan with her own, must be considered 
politically to be in the relation of sister's husband to the chiefo To.,.. 
'uluwa's gift to his inherited wife politically formalized the new 
relationship; by giving his wife a 'wife',To'uluwa recognized her 
role as sister's husband and gave her apolitical position in his 
chieftainship. Her marriage with To'uluwa'smwali granted her full 
status in the political kinship system. 

The dual:i.tiEn~ and inver~ions which mark kinship relationshIps 
with the district chief seem to centre on :ti:i.a role:asdistributor;of' 
mwali and locus of inter-clan political relationso'KiriwinMl politics ,. 
are calqued onto kinship relations; 'but the relationship between the' 
two domains is not one of direCt analogyo Political organization is' 
ordered by a modelo! prescriptive patrilateral matrilin~al 'marriage 
rules which is embodied in the chief's role in coliecting soulava " 
and distributing mwalio The degree of play evident in actual affinal 
associations is countered by a ceremonial system in which all politidal 
subordinates ai-e married to 'women" of the ruling Tabalu sub-clan and' 
are 'hence bourid to give basic service to the 'children' of the chief ,; 
Thus the chief gives a sort of politicaiurigubu' (consisting of, ritual' 
gifts and 'spiritual' or ceremonial maintenahceli in return for tribute, 
work, andmilitaryservice The kinship model'operative in kula0 

ceremonials is actually opposed to 'that which regulates quotidianmarriageso 
This results in a dual set of kinship claE3sifications affecting all those' 
brought into both marit~l and political relations with the chief; sons 
are treated both as sons and nephews; wives as both wives and sister's 
husband's; and wives' kin as both wives' kin and sisters' husband's 
kino The Kiriwinan kula succeeds in mediating between 'ideal' forms 
of social interaction and actual practice and,because of this capacity 
m~taphoricallv'to, convert theory into praxis,becomes the locus of 
political behaviour. 



Whereas kula relations between the Tabalu chieftain and repre

sentatives of subordinate clans are characterized by a rather formal
 
'marriage ceremo~y'in whicp reciprocity is immediate, the kula exchange
 
between the Tabalu and ,their' partners Or;lKi,tava is marked by a violent
 
ceremony called the EUlawada and a considerable delay between the
 
time when thesoulava are givenand.thaLwhen mwali are returned.
 
When the Tabalu,delegationreach Kitava they carry the1.rsoulava
 
inland to th~vHlage ,of th~i+pa::tJ:t~rs!
 

on entering the vHlagE), the party march on briskly 
.without 'looking to right or left, and, whilst the 
boy'blowsfrarttically the conch shell, and all the .. 
men in the party emit the ceremonial scream called 
tHaykiki,others throw 'stories and spears at the 
kavalapu, ·the ornamental carved and painted boards 
running in a Gothic arch round the eaves·of a chief's 
house or yam houtse(Malin0'i>'ski 1922: 486). 

They then present the male vaYgu'a,eat food which is tabooed on their 
southern uva~akU, an~ ~isit friends and relativ~s in nearb~7villageso 
Later, the K~tavans v~s~t Omarakana,but theybrJ.ng no mwal~ .. Instead, 
To'uluwa ,and his toli sail back to Kitava where theycoilect mwali which 
they pass on to their vassals (ibid: 280 and 471-472). Whereas the 
Kiriwinandistribution takes place between members,of different clans, 
the Kirivrina-Kitava ceremony, 1 ike the Kiri~i~a-Sinaketa form •.occurs 
between members of the same clan, the Malas~~Whether or not J.t can 
be shown that the ruiing sub-clan of the unnamed Village with which To'uluwa 
and his men engaged in kula exchanges was Tabalu, 'the act of exchanging 
'women' with members of the same clan group is incestuous.9 Further, 
whereas all'the groups who exchange.vaygu'a in Kiriwina are linked into 
a political unit, Kitavaand Kiriwina have littie in common besides 
participation in the same quadripartite clan system and in the kula 
cere~onialo There is virtually no trade (Malinowski 1922: 481), and 
the marital alliances between the two districts seem limited to those· 
in which Tabalu women seek prestige (Malinowski 1932: 70~ Brunton 1975: 
551-553). The only., political aspect of the chief's kula interaction with 
his Kitavan pprtnerswould be that of an inter-district alliance 
between ruling ,cliques: Bruntont;;hows that the northwestern kula 
links Kiriwina, Sin~keta; and Vakuna, district capitals ruled by Tabalu, 

into a chain of kula alliances, (cf. Brunton 1975: 551 and map). Malinowski 
implies in hip d~scripq.Qn of Kitavan youlawada that the ceremony is 
performed throughout Kiriwina (Malinowski 1922: 486). We can assume 
therefore that there are two routes by which soulava QomG to Omarakan~. 

One, 'wh:j.ch We have already described; .is through acknowledgements of 
vassalpge. The other, which is a correlate of the ceremony on Kitava, 
is thr-ough interdistrict, . 'endogamous' relations between Tabalu sub-clam 
~~~herso ,The mwali that 'leak' out of the system at Omarakana or 
Sinaketa to Kavatariaor the Amphletts would be thot;;e given by a Tabalu 
to a partner of another Bub-clen who would pass thevaygu'a . on to non-
Tabaluan partners. The rest would pass from Tabalu to Tabalu, acknow
ledging a c~rnmuni ty transcending. district borders.' . 

. ~ . 

The fieldwork on tl:1e,,: 'intra-Tabalu' kula is virtually non-exist ant ; 
Malinowski never attended a Kitavanyoulawada,neverwent to Kitava w~th 
To'ulawa to collect mwali, and neyerwitnessed a youlawada ceremony in 
Omarakana. Later fieldworkers have not treated the subject. A myth - 'The 
Incest Song' - provides some clues, however. In this myth, (Malinowski: 
1932: 454-474) a brother and a sister of the Malasi clan copulate with 
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each other on the beach of Kumilabwaga (Kiriwina Island) and die. After 
their death a mint flower sprouts 'through their breasts' (ibid: 457).· 
A man of Iwa dreams of this couple and canoes to Kitava and Kumilabwaga 
in search of them. When he finds their bodies he cuts the upper part of 

:the plant away, leaving its roots intertwinedtrith the bodies of the 
lovers,,· He then learns the magic which the brother had used to make his 
sister lust after him, and takes both the plant and the magic back to 
Iwa by way of Kitava. AtIwa he tells his IIDPle~ from whom the Kitavans 
get theirmwali: 

I have brought here the point of magic, its eye 
.. oo .. The foundation, the lower parto .... remains in 
Kumilabwaga ..... oIf an outsider would come here for· 
the sake of the magic, he would bring a magical 
payment in the form of a valuable ••• oFor this is 
the erotic payment of your magico.ooFor you are 
the masters of the magic, and you may distribute 
it.. You remain here, they may carry it away ••• 
for you are the foundation of this magic (ibid: 
458-459) 0 

Malinowski claims this myth relates the origin of the mos~ important 
systems of love magic operative in the Trobriand Islands. Although he 
does not link the myth with mwasila,or kula magic, he does note the 
parallel functions of the two (ibid: 336). The narrative, however, 
clearly states that kula exchange sprang from the same violation of the 
suvasova taboo which generated passion .. magic • The medium of kula magic 
is the sulumwoya, or aromatic mint plant.. These common features are 
appropriate to the common function of the two. forms of magic; love 
magic produces an overwhelming passion which leads to intercourse and 
marriage (ibid: 474) while mwasila, .,'makes the man beautiful/ attractive, 
and irresistible to his kula partner' (Malinowski 1922: 335-336). It 
thus makes the partner soft., ~steady in mind, and eager to give kula 
gifts' (Malinowski 1968: 407). Oddly, th~ Kiriwinans practice mwasila 
before they leaye Omarakana to ~ive souiava to their Kitavan partners. 
Evidently, they wish the recipients of their gifts to engage in some 
sort of irrational act of passion... .During overseas kula expeditions 
travellers are not allowed· to eat a certain kind of red fish (ibid: 336
339) which is seen as being somehow both inimical to and necessary for 
the working of mwasila. Trobriand islanders paint themselves to look 
like these fish when they travel to the Amphletts or to Dobu, yet they 
beli~ve that if they eat the fish they will become old and ugly. 
Malinowski writes 'these ideas hang together somehow, but it would be 
unwise and incorrect to put them into any logical order.orsequence' 
(ibid: 338~. The Trobrianders explain the concatenation of mwasila, 
red fish, ~"assion, and taboos in 'The Incest Song'. The red fish swim 
in. the wat·.;r in which the .two siblings copulatedo When young men 

.... come and bathe in the BOkaraywata and then return 
to the beach, they make a hole in the sand and say 
some magic. Later on in their sleep they dream of 
the fish. They dream that the fish spring and come 
into that pool. Nose to nose the fish swim •• o..When 
there are two, one female, one male, the youth would 
wash in this watero Going to the village, he would 
get hold of a woman and sleep with hero He would go 
on sleeping with her and make arrangements with her 
family so that they might marry (Malinowski 1932: 458)0 

These fish cannot be eaten by the youngo The dream of the red fish 
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swimming no.se to nose is put to the same use hy seekers of love magic 
as is the dream of the two siblings committing incest. by the man of 
Iwa who discovered love magic •. To link the male and female red fish with 
the Malasi brother and s:i;~ter is not gr?tuitous. Just as the plant which 
springs from.the bodies Of the lovers must be separated from its roots 
which lie in incest, 60 must the power to passion, which emanates from· " 

the fish, .be taken not from the fish themselves but from the water in 
which they swam. To eat the fish is to· involve the roots in love rnagie; 
it is to commit incest. Yet these fish are not tabooed during xoulawada 
(ibid:487). 

The youlawada presentation of the Kiriwinan soulava involves an 
attack on the kav~lapu of the chief's ~isaga (house and yam huts). These 
decorations mark the chief's status as collector of urigubu tribute from 
matrilineages with which he has affinal bonds. The Tabaluanattack on 
the kavala~ ~uggests an attack on the institution of marriage itself, 
and the fact that the 'damage is not repaired as it is a mark of 
distinction' (Malinowski 1922: 486) suggests that an aspect of Tabalu 
status is derived from an opposition to inter~clan marriage. 

The anomalies involved in the delivery of male soulavato the 
Malasi of Kitava suggest that the XS!.ulawada is a ceremonial re-enactment 
of the original act of sibling incest which enabled the Malasi to becdme 
'masters of the magic.' The Kiriwinansact like 'husbands' to'their 
Kitavan pa~tners, but they are not given 'wives' in return for their . 
sexual attentions. Instead they must wait until their soulavaare 
carried to Iwaand exchaIiged for mwali (Malinowski 1922: 480). .Yet, 
when they are given female vaygu'a the gifts 'are not given in the form 
of 'marriages' as on Kiriwina. The' mwali· passed· from clansman to 
clansman .. are treated' as . 'sisters' that' carmot be taken as wives but 
must be given to men of qther sub~clans in return for allegiance and 
service. The kula path ~hich leads from Iwa through Kitava to the 
several Tabaluan villages on Trobriand Island unites all menof the 
Malasi clan into a single family whichdistr'ibutes its vaygu' a 
women in exchange for service andpower~ Kula between clansmen in 
different districts cancels the. distance between the Malasi-villages· 
and transforms the 'here' of the myth to anyplace where the Malasi 
exchange their mwali for 'a mag:lcal payment in the form of a valuable •• o 

the erotic payment;;r magic'. 

For you are the masters of the magic, and you
 
may distribute it. You remain here, they·may
 
carry it away ••• for you are the foundation of
 
this magic.
 

The ~ulawada is more than just ~ manipulation of symbols which 
allows the ~abalu to give their own kinsmen gifts emblematic of biological 
involvment. The transformation of a kinship system, which, by definition, 
revolves around sexual and physiological involvments between members of 
different clans, into a political .systemcapable of distributing status, 
power, and authority, necessitates a moment at which lowly biological 
alliances are converted into high status social alliances. The youlawada 
presentation, in. which the Tabaluan inserts his 'male principle' , into 
a myth which displaces incestuous passion and replaces it with a desirable 
kula commodity, is the symbolic illterface at which kinship as marital 
alliance becomes kinshil' as a model for political beha,viour. In symbol
ically sublimating his desire to take a sister as wife and instead passing 
er on to members of; ot·he,r matrilineages, the Malasi converts sex to
 
atus, passion to power.
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In usi.ng the kula ceremonial as a means of transforming itself
 
into the universal wife-giver of a pol,itical kinship system, the
 
Kiriwinan Tabalu have turned a traditional activity which looms
 
'paramount in the tribal life of all the peopl~ that participate in
 
it' into a powerful and virtually omn:i:present means of maintaining,'
 
its political hegemony. The kula syst~mis understood by the
 
Trobrianders through the ,same images with which they view their own
 
models of kin relations. Violations of kula principles, part,icularly
 
that of the uni-directional, opposed travel of the mwaliand s~ulava,
 
are expected to bring about the same results as violatiQ"ns of marriage
 
rules. These violations are seen as 'integrally connected with the'
 
collapse of' culture into nature. The Tabalu, by uniting the '-distribution
 
of status and power with the exchange of vaygu' a, sucoeeds in ·r.:tobil'i~ing'
 

an already overdetermined set of trnditions, practices and images xn '
 
support of its clan superiority. " ..
 

Both Leach and Powell recogni~~_ th~ traditional role: of kinship 
systems, as moderators of sub-clan rivalries. ,Ho~ever, ~heinherent 

instabilii;y of a status-dependent, m~trilineal social system, suggesi;s ' 
that intra-district :custom lacks the power to maintain the traditional 
system. , The Kula RinE,' , however, Hows th!'ought;he dil;jtrict. anc;lcarries 
with it not only objects of great vep~ration but also opport~ities to 
struggle for individual prestige in ,'an arena as old as time and (apparently) 
much greater than the cockpit of intra-di:;;trict politicso ' Its politicisation 
assures the, ,perpetuity of Tabaluan rule•. 'ItwQuld be. much easier for 
a Kiriwinan to kill a chieftain than it would for him.to turn away" 
v;aygu' a and, kula partners. ]:'ortunately for theTa~alu, the Kiriwinan 
vassal finds great satisfaction in exchanging his freedom for the 
opportunity to carry the dung of ,his chieftain's children. 

,.. 
,Glen Bowman. 

NO'l'ES 

1. It is interesting to note that in the battle for superior position 
between the empowered Tabalu sub-cEm and the underling Kwainama, the 
son of the Tabalu chief, himself a member 'of the latter sub..;.clan, ' 
attempted to degrade the chief I s nephew and potential hei!' by accusing him 
of committing adultery with his wife. The son was consequently exiled 
from his father's village and relations werebrokeri off between the two 

,.	 groUps (Malinowski 1932: 10-13), Later, Powell, following up the still 
active feua., discovered that the sons or the exiled Kwainama man were 
claiming that their 'father should have inherited the chieftainship because, 
as missionaries had declared, patrilineal descent was the only proper mode 
of inheritance (Powell 1960: 130ff) • 

2. It should be noted that the only funeral Malinowski describe13is that
 
of 'a man of consequence' '(ibid: ,127).;' If 'this man had high political .'
 
status, like chieftainship, to pass on to his heirs" the necessity,of
 
'cutting off' his sons would be aggravatedo The severity of, the d,E;'pcribed
 
ritual cannibalism could well be determined by the' value of the status the
 
sons were renouncing.
 

3. In an inter-clan dispute, Si'ulobubu told To'uluwa, a chief whose
 
superordinatinn he was renouncing, to 'kumkwam popu' ('eat your own
 
excrement') 0 This insult was ma~e more serious by the addition of
 
To'uluwa's name to the epithet which resulted in the form in which the
 
insult is deadliest' (ibid:377). This verbal dissolution of the chief's
 
name in his biological processes was comideed so serious that the feud
 
could only be ended when Si'ulobubU'sclan allowed To'uluwa's people
 
to kill him for uttering it. Further information on the Trobriander's
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extreme ~easures for keeping ingest~on and excretion out of social
 
space is available in Sexual Life of Savages XIII, i. In this section
 
the smells of excrement, bwaulo, and the sea witches who threaten kula
 
transactions are linked (ibid: 379).
 

4. In fact; even ill actual intra~sub-clan relations, the chieftainship 
is very rarely contested. It is considered to be a difficult job with 
little reward, and is hence as often refused by a chosen heir as it is 
acc.epted(Powell 1960: 125-129). Rivalries over the chieftainship· are 
exclusively between sons and nephews of the chief; i.e. between sub-clans. 

5. There is good reason to believe that the chief's companions are solely 
members of his matrilineal clan. Aside from the assertion that veyola 
€natrilineallcir<,) .have rights over all others to the use of the boat, 
(Malinowski 1922: 120) Malinowski suggests matrilineal exclusiveness by 
mentioning those persons who do not accompany the voyagers. While 
discussing the taboo statu~ of the village while its chief and his 
companions are away delivering soulava, Malinowski mentions a sexual 
indiscretion of 'one of the favourite sons of To'uluwa (the chief), 
called Nabwasu'a, who had not gone on the expedition' (ibid: 484). 
Such exclusion from a cherished activity of a 'favourite son' would 
appear to·beinexplicable were it not·mandatory. He also mentions 
that commoners, whom he distinguishes radically from chiefs and other 
persons of authority (ibid: 52), . join members of other villages in 
requesting mwall from the Kiriwinan chief during a sort· of status 
distribution (ibid: 473) in which the other villagers, having accompanied 
the chief on his collection voyage, don't have to participate,; 

6. The chief's companions also return with mwali, and it can be assumed 
that, like their chief, they distribute some of it to members of other 
sub-clans within the village and district and save some to give to 
Tabalu partners and others in Sinaketa. There is not enough data to 
confirm whether their distributions also function to assert sub-clan 
status. 

7. When Malinowski speaks of Kitavan mwali he always attributes its 
presence in Kiriwina to a trip by To'uluwa and his crew to Kitava 
(Malinowski 1922: 280 ,471-47~:). He does not chronicle a single mwali 
presentation by visiting Kitavans, and unless we assume that there is a 
second sort of mwali exchange in Kitava which is not Jnder the control 
of the Tabalu (which seems unlikely )we will have to attribute Malinowski's 
statement that the Kitavans are 'ambid~rorous in the kula and have to fetch 
and carry both articles overseas' (ibid: 488) to his oft-evinced wish 
to make all kula transactions fit within a single all-encompassing pattern. 

8.1 assume that since there is a Malasi clan of Kitava there must also 
be a Tabalu sub-clan which rules the main village. As I can find no 
data to confirm this assumption, I will throughout the paper refer to the 
Kitavan partners of the Kiriwinan Tabalu as Malasi. 

9. The Malasi clan has 'the reputation of being the most persisient '; 

exogamy breakers and committers of incest' (Malinowski 1932: 432). 
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B(\OK REVIEWS
 

Po Bourdieu: Outline of a Th~ory of Practiceo Trmls. R. Nice. 
1977 Cambridge : Cambridge University Press viii. 248pp. £9. 

The peculiar style of Bourdieu's study betrays its unmistakeably 
French origin. Although it is perhaps verbose in parts, its, elegance 
and unity make it rewarding reading. It is a significant contribution 
.to a critique of contemporary anthropological practice. In general {, 

terms, it might be said to be an intervention of the same order as 
Leach's Political Systems of Highland Burma. Bourdieu uses his o\~ 

extensive and detailed ethnographic material on Kabylia (Algeria) in 
order to demonstrate problems in anthropological interpretation. What 
Leach I s exposition achieved in'the refinement of the discipline in 
the 'fifties and 'sixties, Bourdieu' s may well achieve in the 'seventies. 

Bourdieu '.s central problem is the relationship between the mode 
of production of knowledge and the circumstances from which it arises. 
Phenomenological knowledge and objectivist knowledge (structuralist 
hermenentics) are said to be limited by the social and theoretical 
possibilities necessary in, and for, their generation. We thus need 
a 'theory of practipe' and a 'theory of theory' wnich through reflexive 
evaluation and self~criticism will be capable of transcending the 
ideological relations inherent in objectivist knowledge, and placing 
that knowledge firmly on its feet again. 

Bourdieu's critique of much contemporary anthropology is founded 
on an evaluation of Saussurean linguistics. By positing the priority 
of speech over language only as a chronological relation, and by inverting 
the equation on entering the domain of the 'logical conditions of 
deciphering', Saussurean linguistics is seen to produce an intelleCtualist 
theory which only emphasises the relations between signs and reduces their 
practical function to that of communication or knowledge. Questioning 
the Saussurean assumption which sees the senders and receivers of 
messages as indifferent, while emphasising the abstration based on the 
structure of the message itself, Bour~ieu writes: 

••• reception depends to a largedegree on the objective 
structure of the relations between the interacting agents' 
objective position in the social structure (e.g. relations 
of competition or objective antagonism, or relations of 
power and authority, etc.), which govern the form 
and content of the interactions observed in a particular 
conjuncture (25). 

From the position taken by structuralism, where the 'rule' sub
stitutes for the study of strategy, a distortion arises involving 
kinship, myth, ritual and calendrical systems. In eliciting a 
genealogy, the anthropologist abstracts the domain of kinship from the 
total social and economic configuration, and sets it aside as a closed '. 
system. Bourdieu suggests that this often leads the anthropologist 
of 'intellectualist' persuasion to reproduce ideological relations from 
the particular standpoint of the representative of a particular lineage 
group who acts as informer. What Bourdieu calls for is a widening of the 
contextual field to include extra-kinship relations which fashion specific 
expressions of kinship ideology in terms of particular interests and of 
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relations within, and between, lineage groups. 

Objectivism Constitutes the social world as a spectacle 
presented to an observer who takes up a point of view 
on the action, who stands back so as to observe 
it and, transferring into the object the principles of 
his relations to the object, conceives of it as a 
totality intended for cognition alone, in which all 
interactions are reduced to symbolic exchanges (96). 

f' 

Not only are ~inship relations divorced from their contextual 
reality, but a simila~ fate befalls classificatory systems and taxonomies 
treated from the standpoint of a structural or cognitive anthropology of 
the imagination. In the derivation of the agrarian calendar of a people, 
the anthropologist constructs a 'synoptic calendar' in which he attempts 
to correlate coherently the maximum amount of information derived from 
his informants and from his own observations. Establishing a coherent 
system of thought, he ignores contradiction in favour.of ideal abstraction. 
Again the fault stems from the particular methodological assumptions 
inherent in Saussurean objectivism •. 

Symbolic systems owe their practical coherence, that is, 
their regularities, and also their irregularities and even 
incoherencies (both equally necessary because inscribed 
in the logic of their genesis and functioning) to the fact 
that they are the product of practices which cannot 
perform their practical functions except insofar as 
they bring into play, in their practical state, 
principles which are not only coherent - i.e. capable 
of engendering coherent practices compatible with the 
objective conditions - but also practical in the 
sense qf convenient, i.e. immediately mastered 
and manageable because obeying a poor 
and economical logic (109). 

Whilst posing as a critique of Saussurean structuralism, cognitive 
anthropology and phenomenology, and advocating a'purifiecl'and self
cr;itical empiricism, the book .nevertheless fails to free itself from 
structuralist jargon. It is possible, to a large degree, to sympathise 
with Bourdieu's challenging cr:tique of Saussurean objectivism and the 
limitations he poses generally on the validity of human knowledge. 
However, the sweeping generalisations which are at its foundations, and 
the fact that he has tended togiv~ us a picture, not of the practice 
of anthropology, but of an abstracted theory of practice, leaves us 
with some reservations. 

Moreover, one central concept is unclear: through the use of 'habitus' 
we are led to expect a radically new view or revelation of the human 
condition. It would appear, at least on a first reading, that the notion 
of habitus is only a means of filling the gap left after the expulsion 
of 'structuralist hermenentics' with a category which merely re-draws' 
the boundary of closed-system analysis, and which continues to threaten 
with obscurity the relations between ethnic groups and the metropolitan 
structure - a shortcoming of much of Bourdieu's previous ethnographic work 
on Kabylia •. Finally, the concept of habitus appears to limit the bounds 
of human freedom itself to the extent that we derive an almost static 
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and self..oregulating system without any potential for change n 

These misgivings do not detract from the importance of this worko
 
Bourdieu has a rare aptitude for grasping and bringing to notice the
 
relations and operations which lie just under the surface of 'stark
 
reality', and whic4 often evade our attention.
 

Anthony Shelton ,. 

._--------
. , 

John W Connoro Tradition and Change in Three Generations ~.~a)aneseo 

Americans 1977, Chicago: Nelson-Hall, xiv, 356pp. ~o 
. ~ " ". 

The Japanese Americans would seem to lend themselves(perhaps more than
 
other ethnic; groups in Ame'rica) to the kind of ordered analysis exemplified
 
by John Connor's study. Their own tidy classifications into first,
 
second and third generations ,(the fourth are now being born) is a
 
convenient preliminary to a comparative study of change, and Connor has
 
made full use of it. The specific community under observation .is that
 
resident in Sacramento, California, and the author's stated aim is 'to
 
determine the degree to which the various generations have retained certain
 
'characteristics which are distinctively Japanese or have replaced them
 
with those which are distinctively American'.
 

. . . . . 
To this purpose he compiles from appropriate literature lists of 

Japanese and American characteristics _•. the former, as 'a base line I, 
those which the first generation are supposed to have brought with them-
and orders them so that'they clearly and distinctly contrast with each other'o 
He then applies a variety of 'research instruments' to each generation in 
order to assess their expression 9f these characterstics, 'psychological 
and behaviorial', and thereby discover their 'degree of acculturation'. 
These instruments are of t~lO types, designed to illustrate both overt 
and covert forms of acculturation: the first through biographical 
details, the second through four psychological testso 

Sometimes these tests are also administered to Caucasian 'control' 
groups, but the validity of the control, and indeed of the characterj,stics 
themselves, are brought into question by apparent evidence in the results 
from one group of anthropology students at Sacramento State College of 
a 'merging of the two value systems'., ~he Caucasion students, vlho appear 
to show a greater consideration of others and interest in collectivity 
than anticipated, have 'moved more toward some of the Japanese Characteristics' 
while the Japanese are adopting American ones such as, self-assertion and 
individualisino However, even the third generation ,Japanese, particularly 
the women, apparently remain quite traditionally Japanese in several 
respects, not least significant of which must be their methods of child 
care which apparently encourage a continuation of dependency needso This '. 
and theirpropen~ity for intermarriage -- r~cords for the decade preceding 
the work show over 70010 endogamy -- would tend, as Connor points out, to 
preserve a Japanese identity for several generations to come 0 

A possible drai'lbackof using the Japanese generation categories is 
the probable elimination of those Japanese who marry out and become too 
acculturated to remain within this classification, but this point is not 
raisedo Certainly' the semple was not random, nor intended to beo Intervie1r!s 
and tests were made only with'those who expressed a wil~ingness to cooperate' 0 

Even where one test -- The Ethnic Identity Questionnaire -- was mailed to a 
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random s?!llple;(of Japaneee nameS in the area no attempt was made to follow 
up those;whiqh·werenot. rgtu!,ned•.The results. would. tl:l.e:r:efore. seem 
biasseg.~n favour of thpse 'motivated t9 complete qUestiqnn~ire~ -
pos~ibly;a, Jap;;mese .ph~racteristic in its ownright.;,pimilarlYh:l3. <.' 
profess.edreliance throug:l1out on":.he g90d)Ni;J..l ,Qf the participants,-':";, 

'the guidingcriterion....w~s one .of.:;;imple avaHabili,ty':-- mustha.ye , 
preselected a sample incl:inedto cooperate, and ethnogr,aphe;rs in~apan, 

f' 
have observed this trait~n their;8ubjectEi. " 

'The" Vlhble iti."estigation is shotthrciugh with personal, overtones. 
The author's wife is Japanese, and the first participants were acquaint

'ances' ofTthe family, "who subsequently drew in their ()Wna:6qu~in'tances, 
. where .wi1iing'~ Tbsa.vet ime, and increase' the 'size of the sample, 
acie:se of int~tested third generation students' was' enlisted' to m'ake 
furtherin":est~'gations~: Another contrql:group used was a 'working class 
samp~e in' Wes'tern iPennsylvania ' 'accomplished by ?I~ilingcopies of the , 
test ':boour' relatives,' who in turn distributed them to fri'ends in' the" 
region' •. Control over this group must have been minimal. " ; 

The book appears at first sight to be writ~en in the true Eipir:it, 
,;.0f the pseudo-scientific approach c,urrent).y in vogue in American studies 

of soCiety,' and with limitations such as, those. mentioned above,' it 
does nothing ;,to convert the sceptic to, this: cause. However, if·it, 
fails to provide;, a convincing scientific; e:xposition of an-anyway' elusive 
'degree of acculturation' , it neverthe,less provides a· good deal of· solid 
and sympathetic information about the way the.Japanel3e Americans are 
adapting to the society of their adoption. 

Joy Hendry. 

J.	 Kuper (ed.) The Anthropologists' Cookbook. 1977,0 London:, 
Routledge and Kegan Paul~ 230pp. £4~75. 

In many ways Jean-AnthelmeBrillat~Savarin'saphorism from La 
Pp-ysiologie dugout, 'published in 1825, 'Tel,l me what you ,eat and,r 
w~lltell you what; you.. are " is. applicable to The Anthropologists' 
Cookbook. The values by which people order their lives take into 
account the way they view food,. the manner in which theycodk,' and',:' 
of course, what they choose to eat.'	 . , , ,'. 

The Anthropol~gists" Cookbook orfers us\:insights iIltb'the varied 
:cu;L;i.nary att;i;::t;l~9-es of s,elected societies aroupd the1Nor;Ld"as.w~1:1.a'Fl· 
explaining,q.i;ff~r~nt techniques'tisedin,these,socie;ties'fprprocuring 
and prepar.~ng, food. ." , 

" CO,ntr:j.buto,rs in«lude Claude Levi-Str~u.,sp ,and Mary:po:ug1as,1I{ho 
wrote the introduction, and the accentis'r¢fyhea:y:i,ly on ,anthropological 
material. About ;forty of the contributors are anthropologists 'and the 
restinclildes a yafietyof writers of other.persuasJ.'ons, 'including a . 

'diplomat and a'student of literature.. Several arttcles in ~ 
Anthropologists' Cookbook are written in the style of 'the traditional 
popular cookery book, focussing on particular aspects of cookery (e.g. 
bread), particular countries or regions, or particular philosophies of 
cuisine. The contribution by Lorna J. Sass, an accomplished cookery 
book writer, is written very much to this order. Her 'Serve it Forth: 
Food and Feasting in Medieval England,' gives to the reader the flavou.r 
of a Medieval banquet, and supplies the historical background to 
Medieval feasting. 
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Strange1Y,in a cookbook, some of the contributors do not actually 
include a recipe, maintaining that there are no substitutes available 
for the ingredientsusedin'the dishes of the societies they: di:scuss,. 

. While a chef 'respects their reasons ori'culinarygrourids, it,would 
be plea~ant tb:'be' able to; get some idea of thetast'e !of the cuisine 
they desc:dbe., Some;contributions are of,heip i.ri.underst'andirtg' 
Eur'opeail cuis:l.nes ":,,olir food habi'ts are too often taken for granted." 
In -his' 'article,' 'Oil Strata in theKitchen~ or the Archaeology of 
Tastii'if'I Joseph Rykwert shows that ah \indeX-standing of the current 
fashions in eating 'natural foods'aild'the popular'plastic haute<i , ": 

I, 

cuisine c,an come onJ,yfrom c,mWl~erstanding of, the: social deyel()pment 
of French and Ital.ian cuisine. , , ..:,",; " '. .j;1', 

'A~,:ani;.eX(lmp~.e of the interest of an1:;hro:Pologis~s.'J..n the' t'echn,ology 
of simple~ aoc:~<rti~st:t;he c,?okery-book gives us instruot10ns,:f<;>r, bl1.p.ding 
an earth oven: in which to roast a stray dog and other ethI:lic' .fqodstiiffs

." '..~", '., : l.- -: _ '	 . . _. ' '.. -. " l' 

fora fSuburban, garde~party., The ,illustratio~s in"The AnthroPg19Sista'
 
Cookbook are by J()an Koster. ,They are attractive,informative line;';' ,
 
dra~ings abo~t, the: c~linar;y subjects th,ey depict, such as' butqhe:dng
 
a sow, milking ~.wes, or catching a puffin. . . , '. " ....•. .
 

Nations tEind to be conservative in their gastronomical habits.
 
'What is p'atrioti6~,~ askeq.'Linyu~an:g",rbut:the love of the good
 
things we ate in oUt childhood? ' This "book is fot' the lesscofiservative,
 
those rrep'ared to tty some uilusualcooking,. At the same time, such a
 
celebratiom of the joys of'thetable epitomises,in an unusually apt
 
w~y, 'the;greatdivide:between the' subsistence economiee·;f'rom which many
 

. or: the recipes are draWn" and the society 6f tllose likely to bUy the, 
book and attempt its ;tecipes.,' , 

Scott Ewing ,. 
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each other on the beach of Kumilabwaga (Kiriwina Island) and die. After 
their death a mint flower sprouts 'through their breasts' (ibid: 457).· 
A man of Iwa dreams of this couple and canoes to Kitava and Kumilabwaga 
in search of themo When he finds their bodies he cuts the upper part of 

:the plant away, leaving its roots intertwined with the bodies of the 
lovers.. He then learns the magic which the brother had used to make his 
sister lust after him, and takes both the plant an~ the magic back to 
Iwa by way of Kitava•. Atlwa he tells his IffJp1e? from whom the Kitavans 
get their 'mwali: . 

I have brought here the point of magic, its eye 
oo ...The foundation, the lower part ... .,remains in 
Kumilabwaga .. o. oIf an outsider would come here for' 
the sake of the magic t he would bring a magiqal 
payment in the form of a valuable For this is 
tlle erotic payment of your magic .For you are'0 

the masters of the magic t and you may distribute 
it.. You remain here, they may carry it away .... 
for you are the foundation of this magic (ibid: 
458-459) .. 

Malinowski claims this myth relates the origin of the mos~ important 
systems of love magic operative in the Trobriand Islands•. Although he 
does not link the myth with mwasila t .or kula magic, he does note the 
parallel functions of the two (ibid: 336). The narrative,however, 
clearly states that kula exchange sprang from the same violation of the 
suvasova taboo which generated passion magic .. The medium of kula magic 
is the sulumwoya,or aromatic mint plant.. These common features are 
appropriate to the common function of the two forms of magic; love 
magic produces an overwhelming p~saion which leads to intercourse and 
marriage (ibid:. 474) while mwasila" :'makes the man beatltiful 1 attractive, 
and irresistible to his kula partner' (Malinowski 1922: 335-336).. It 
thus makes the partner soft, unsteady in mind, and eager to give kula 
gifts' (Malinowski 1968: 407) •.Oddly, th~ Kiriwinans practice mwasila 
before they leaye Omarakana to give souiava to their Kitavan partnerso 
Evidently, they wish the recipients of their gifts to engage in some 
sort of irrational act of passion.... .During overseas kula expeditions 
travellers are not ~llowed to eat a certain kind of red fish (ibid: 336
339) which is seen as being somehow both inimical to and necessary for 
the working of mwasila.. Trobriand islanders paint them:;:;elves to look 
like these fish when they travel to the Amphletts or to Dobu, yet they 
beli~ve that if they eat the fish they will become old and uglyo 
Malinowski writes 'these ideas hang together somehow, but it would be 
unwise and incorrect to put them into any logical order or sequence' 
(ibid: 338). The Trobrianders explain the concatenation of mwasila, 
red fish, ~assion, and taboos in 'The Incest. Song'. The red fish swim 
in the wat·..-r in which the ,two siblings copula"ced.. When young men 

••• come and bathe in the Bokaraywata and then return 
to the' beach, they make a hole in the sand and say 
some magic. Later on in their sleep they dream of 
the fish. They dream that the fish spring and come 
into that pool. Nose to nose the fish swim ..... oWhen 
there are two, one female', one male, the youth would 
wash in this water.. Going to the village, he would 
get hold of a woman and sleep with her.. He would go 
on sleeping with her and make arrangements with her 
family so that they might marry (Malinowski 1932: 458). 

These fish cannot be eaten by the young .. The dream of the red fish 

/ ' 

. 
I 
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swimming no.se to nose is put to the same .use by seekers of love magic 
as is the dream of the two siblings. committingincest ,by the man of 
Iwa who discovered love magic.. To link the mal.e and female red. fish "lith 
the Malasi brother and si;~ter is not gr?tuitouso Just as the plant which 
springs from.tl1e bodies of the lovers must be separated from its roots 
which lie in incest , $0 must the power to passioll , .which emanates from, 
the fish, .be taken not from the fish themselves but from the water in . 
which they swam. To eat the fish is to involve the roots' in love lnagic; 
it is to commit incest. Yet these fish are not tabooed during X£ulawada 
(ibid:487)o 

The youlawadapresentation of the Kiriwinan soulava involves an 
attack on the kavalapu of the chief's lisaga (house and yam huts). These 
decorations mark the chief's status as collector of urigubu tribute from 
matrilineages with which'he has affinal bondso The Tabaluanattack on 
the kavala.E£ suggests an attackbn the institution of marriage itself, 
and the fact that the 'damage is not repaired as 'it is a mark of 
distinction' (Malinowski 1922: 486) suggests that an 'aspect of Tabalu 
status is derived from an opposition to inter~clan marriage. 

The anomalies involved in the delivery of male soulave to the 
Malasi of Kitava suggest that the ~ulawada, is a ceremonial 're~enactment 
of the original act of sibling incest which enabled the Malasi to becdme 
'masters of the magic.' The Kiriwinanaact like 'husbands'to'their 
Kitavan partners, but they are not given 'wives' in return for,their 
seXua~ attentionso Instead they must wait until their soulavaare 
carried to Iwa ;and exchanged for mwali (Malinowski 1922:' 480) 0 .Yet, 
when they are given female vaygu' it . the gifts 'are not given iri the form 
of I mar:biages ' as on Kiriwina. The mwali ' passed from clansman to 
clansman' are treated' as 'sisters' that· cannot betaken as wives but 
must be given to men of other sub-clans in return for allegiance and 
serv;i.ceo The kula path1Ahich leads fromIwa through Kitava to' the 
several Tabaluanvillages on Trobriand'lsland unites all meriof the 
Malasi clan into a single family which'distr'ibutes its vaygu' a 
women in exchange for service and·' power. Kula between clansmen . in 
different districts cancels the. di~tance beh/een the Malasi' villages' 
and transforms 'the 'here' of the myth to anyplace where the Malasi 
exchange their mwali for 'a magical payment in the . form of a valuable •• 0 

the' erotic payment .;.;r magic'. ' 

For you are the masters of the magic, and you 
. may distribute ito You remain here, they·may 
carry it awayooofor you are the foundation of 
this magic. 

The X9ulawada is more than just f3 manipUlation of symbols which 
allows the Tabalu to give their ow kinsment~ifts emblematic of biological 
involvment. The transformation of a kinship system, which, by definition, 
revolves around'sexual and physiological involvments between members of 
different clans, into a politicalsystemcappble of distributing status, 
power, and authority, necessitates a moment at· which lowly biological 
alliances are cbnverted into high status social allianceso ~le youlawada 
presentation, in. which the Tabalu~n inserts his 'male principle' , into 
a myth which displaces incestuous passion and replaces :j..t with a desirable 
kula commodity, is the symbolic interface at which kinship as marital 
alliance beconies kinshil; as a model for political behaviouro In symbol
ically sublimating his desi:reto take a sister as wife and instead passing 
her on to memb~rs of' other matrilineages, the Malasi converts sex to 
status, passion to power. 




